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The Consultant, the Coach and Delivering Value

This issue of Methods & Tools contains an interesting article from Rachel Davie about Agile
Coaching Tips. She shares her experience that is also available in the excellent book that she
wrote with Liz Sedley. When I reviewed her book this summer, I started thinking about the
coaching role that external people will now assume versus the traditional consultant position.
Software consultants are people hired on a temporary base by organizations mostly for what
they are able to achieve. They will develop part of a software system or manage a project. On
the other side, agile coaching has more the goal to help people improve their behavioral skills.
Sport teams provide the first example of a coaching role that could come to your mind. There
are however some differences. The agile coach aims at producing a self-organizing team and he
acts only when issues occur to suggest solutions. The sport coach has authority over teams,
dictating players' roles and activities. The current agile adoption trend favors coaching.
However, I have few illusions that most of the corporations' managers are truly embracing agile
practices. Many managers' main objective is to justify their job (did you ever wonder why there
are so many meetings?) and creating a self-organizing team is not intuitively something that
help achieve this goal. Upper management mostly doesn't care about the type of software
development process. They want working software applications delivered quickly and for a
minimum cost. They will pay for Agile practices as long as they think that it could provide what
they want and "cure" the problems that they attribute to their current software development
model. They did the same thing before for Information Engineering, Object Orientation, CMM
or RUP. Ultimately companies will pay for people that deliver short-term results and improving
developers working condition is not always put high in the list of valuable results. This is sad
for Agile and developers as it could be one of the few approaches that valued "Individuals and
interactions over processes and tools".

I would like to wish to the Methods & Tools readers all the best for 2010. Do not hesitate to
spread the word about Methods & Tools and all the associated software development resources
to your colleagues and friends. A larger audience is what helps me get the resources to provide
more content. I would also like to thanks our sponsors that will continue to support us in 2010.
Starting from this issue, we will present some tools in our PDF issues. If you want to write an
article about your favorite open source tool, do not hesitate to contact us for more details.
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Refactoring Large Software Systems

Sibylle Peter, sibylle.peter@canoo.com; Sven Ehrke, sven.ehrke@canoo.com
Canoo Engineering AG, http://www.canoo.com/

Refactoring a software system means to refurbish it internally without interfering with its
external properties. In his famous book Martin Fowler defines refactoring as follows:

Refactoring is the process of changing a software system in such a way that it does not alter the
external behavior of the code yet improves its internal structure. [Fowl, p. xvi]

Fowler describes how to refactor code in a controlled and efficient manner. Although we
frequently use these techniques to refactor large software systems, this article is not about
refactoring techniques. It rather treats large scale refactoring of systems that suffer from being
stuck in an infeasibility stage, which means that it is no longer possible to implement new
features and that every bug fix leads to several new bugs.

In this article we describe the different stages of a refactoring project. Before a refactoring
project is actually started, an assessment and an in-depth analysis are made which result in a list
of findings. Ideally, these findings will be translated into a master plan, which defines WHAT
should be refactored. This master plan helps to keep the overall picture of the refactoring project
in mind and to divide it into several sub-projects or refactoring parts.

Once the master plan is defined we use an iterative approach to tackle the individual refactoring
steps. Before describing this approach we will first have a look at the life path of applications in
general, followed by the prerequisites for refactoring projects.

WebInvest, our current refactoring project, will be used as example throughout the article.
WebInvest is an advisory tool for investment relationship managers. It enables them to simulate
trading and to analyze a customer’s portfolio against investment strategies.

Application Life Path

The life path of a successful application can be divided into five different stages: Development,
Introductory, Growth, Maturity and Infeasibility stage. Each stage is characterized by a specific
behavior of three key indicators:

• productivity (number of implemented features)

• quality (number of bugs)

• fluctuation (employee turnover)

Figure 1 shows that these indicators are not independent of each other but that they can be
summed up as costs per feature.

In the growth stage and in the beginning of the maturity stage the total performance is best. The
overall situation is still quite stable, a lot of new features are implemented and the number of
bugs is still controllable. Without any special activities regarding overall code quality, however,
the situation starts to change; the application deteriorates until the infeasibility stage is reached.

mailto:sibylle.peter@canoo.com
mailto:sven.ehrke@canoo.com
http://www.canoo.com/
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Figure 1: The life path of a long-living system

The characteristics of a deteriorated system are:

• No new features can be implemented

• Every bug fix entails new bugs

• The original architecture is heavily compromised by fluctuation, e.g. new architects
introduce new concepts without adjusting the overall concept, or the knowledge of the
original architecture simply gets lost. This leads to a strong coupling between modules and
to violations of the original layering. The principle of separation of concerns is violated
which leads to unpredictable side effects.

• Many code smells like duplicated code, long methods etc. The “code smells” metaphor was
introduced by Martin Fowler [Fowl]

• Insufficient test coverage prevents developers from making bigger changes in the system
because they cannot guarantee the original behavior of the application.

As a consequence, it becomes nearly impossible to implement new features with reasonable
effort, the side effects are no longer manageable and, eventually, the project stalls completely.
For a business-critical application this is not tolerable. If it is not possible to implement new
features at reasonable costs, the application loses its strategic position.

What can be done to remedy this situation? The following options can be considered:

1. Application redesign: a complete redesign and new implementation of the application with
all the implications of a new project (requirements engineering, GUI design, etc.) For a large
application, new critical features will at the earliest be available after the first release.
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2. Reimplementation: in contrast to a redesign, the behavior of the application is not subject to
change. The only goal is to lead the application out of the infeasibility stage. There are two
different approaches for a reimplementation:

1. Rewrite: This is a big bang approach, which fails most of the times, as Chad Fowler
[ChFowl] describes in his article.

2. Large scale refactoring: this approach allows parallel implementation of new features by
ensuring that the system is always in an executable state during the refactoring.

WebInvest, our current refactoring project, had reached the infeasibility stage. After the initial
assessment, the customer opted for a large scale refactoring exactly because they had several
important features they wanted to realize as soon as possible. Accordingly, an application
redesign and a complete rewrite could quickly be discarded.

WebInvest went productive in 2004 and was extremely successful. It still is a business-critical
application for the investment banking where new time-critical features need to be implemented.

WebInvest consists of approximately 1800 java classes and 320 java server pages (JSP). All
parts of the application (EJB and web application) are included in one overall project. Originally
there was a separation between backend access layer and presentation layer, but over time this
layering has become blurred.

As a result, there are many dependencies between the layers as well as between the classes
inside the layers (Figure 2). The business logic is scattered all over, even in the JSP.
Documentation is scarce and most of it is not up to date. None of the original developers is still
available. Fortunately, the behavior of the application is well known to the testers and the
business analysts.

Advertisement - MKS Intelligent ALM - Click on ad to reach advertiser web site
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Figure 2: Extract of Class Dependencies of WebInvest

After several years of continuing modifications WebInvest moved into the infeasibility stage.
The costs per feature exploded. With every bug fix several new bugs were introduced. It was
almost impossible to implement minor change requests, not to speak of highly requested
features.

Prerequisites for successful Refactoring Projects

Like every project, a successful refactoring project needs some prerequisites to be fulfilled.
Without claiming completeness we list some of the prerequisites that are important to us. The
order of priority among them depends mainly on the character of a specific project.

Team

Like in every software project, people are the most important element, and this for several
reasons:

• Team size: For the refactoring of large projects it is important that the number of developers
is sufficient. It is not realistic to expect that one or two persons can manage to refactor major
parts of a large system and, in addition, to maintain the achieved improvements (e.g. review
the ongoing changes made by the developer team). We experienced this in WebInvest when
we had to reduce the refactoring team from five to two persons because of a budget cut.
Fortunately it didn't last too long before we could increase the number of developers again.

• Experience: All stakeholders need to be aware that large scale refactoring projects cannot be
staffed with juniors. Strong know-how in design and architecture is required. For the
customer this has an impact on the budget. In large enterprises, IT people are normally fully
aware of that but they may have to deal with some strange constraints from supply
management.

• Motivation: Working on a dedicated refactoring project differs in many ways from working
on other projects. One major difference is the character of the work: instead of expressing
oneself by developing cool new features one has to read (and understand) other people’s
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code. This is not a developer’s favorite task. Applying refactorings is demanding, but it
gives the satisfaction of having better code as a result.

• Lead Engineer: Even if the refactoring team consists of seniors, it is necessary to appoint a
senior developer (lead engineer or architect) who a) knows the system very well and b) has
the authority to approve architectural and design decisions. Good collaboration between this
senior developer/architect and the refactoring team is essential. In WebInvest, the lead
engineer had this function. Not only did he know the system very well but he was also aware
of all the implications our decisions had on the surrounding systems and infrastructure. He
also applied the new architecture on the first new feature, which was developed in parallel.
The feedback we got from this was extremely helpful for the new design.

Position and Management Support

Even if the customer agrees that a large refactoring is needed for a project/application, the
situation for the refactoring team can be difficult. If they are not part of the developer team, it is
important to avoid wasting time with politics. It is crucial that the refactoring team has the
authority and the position to make important design/architectural decisions and that it is
involved in the design process. Trust and support from the line and project management
facilitates this. However, the refactoring team should not only establish a good relationship with
the management, but also with the whole team, including business and testers.

Flexibility

Large refactoring projects are no short-term projects. Like in every large project, there will
always be changes to the original plan. To work efficiently, it is important that both the
refactoring team and the customer show some flexibility. Making adjustments to the original
plan is a lot easier if there is mutual trust between the developer team and the refactoring team.
Planning changes is a lot easier in an agile environment. In more traditional environments, it is
advisable to plan a refactoring in small steps. We concentrated on refactoring tasks in areas
where new features were implemented. This early involvement in the ongoing development
allowed us to incorporate future requirements into the architecture. This prevented newly
implemented features to become refactoring tasks right after their implementation.

Continuous Integration

In our opinion, continuous integration is an absolute must. If no (working) build server is
available, make it work first or install a new one. The developer team of WebInvest had a
continuous integration server and a staging server. The build server has been maintained by
another team, which made any change request (such as setting up continuous integration on a
branch) very time-consuming. The tests were not run on the continuous integration server, partly
because they were never fixed when they did not run and partly because of infrastructure
problems. To avoid long response times, we decided to set up TeamCity [TEAM] on a spare
developer machine and to use our own build server infrastructure. TeamCity can easily be
maintained remotely via a web interface. Avoiding the official build server, we could also run
the integration tests at night and were thus able to detect bugs much faster.

Automated Tests

Automated tests are the lifeline for a refactoring project because they ensure that the behavior of
the application does not alter. However, there are situations in which the test coverage is not
high enough. If there is a way to increase the test coverage before starting, it should definitely
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be implemented. For most of our refactoring projects, integration tests proved to be far more
valuable than unit tests. Unless unit tests tackle isolated application logic (which wasn't the case
in WebInvest, for example) they need to be maintained during the refactoring. In a deteriorated
system, existing unit tests or new unit tests that cover old code do not support refactoring
because they stabilize old code structures. High coupling between classes means that
maintaining these unit tests is very laborious and their cost-benefit ratio is too high.

That is why integration tests are much better suited for large scale refactoring projects. In
WebInvest, automated integration tests realized as Canoo Webtests [CWT] covered about 50%
of the code. They had been badly maintained and failed to run successfully when we started.
Since they were our life-line we decided to fix them first. We pointed out to the customer that
end-to-end tests against the GUI are sufficient for the first two parts of the master plan, but that
they cannot be used any more when the GUI changes. Since they cover a lot of business logic,
they must be divided into integration tests without GUI involvement and simple GUI tests. We
started to write GUI independent integration tests for the refactored part. However, the project
still relied heavily on manual testing. Manual testing worked for the development team because
changes had only been made in well-defined areas. Refactoring requires full regression tests
and, currently, a manual complete regression test takes three person-weeks to perform. That is
why these tests were executed only before a quarterly release.

Stubbing

It can be helpful to reduce dependencies on other systems like backend services, databases etc.
Stubbing allows continuing development even if the surrounding systems are unstable or
unavailable. WebInvest relied heavily on other systems, databases, host services and other
applications. Host services in particular have not been very reliable. We therefore suggested to
support the refactoring by stubs and implemented the necessary infrastructure on top of the new
service layer.

Stubbing not only improves the development process, but it also provides stable test data that
help automated tests to run more reliably.

Assessment and Master Plan

An assessment is likely to be performed if costs per feature are getting out of control. The goal
of the assessment is to investigate the reasons for the deteriorated state of the application. It
defines which areas are worth to be kept and which areas should be replaced. On the basis of the
result of the assessment, the management decides how to proceed with the application. If a large
scale refactoring is chosen, the findings define the scope of the refactoring and help to draw up
the master plan. The master plan should focus on refactoring of areas the system benefits most
of. Of course there will always be changes, but the goal of the master plan is to keep the big
picture in mind.

In the assessment of WebInvest the following major findings were identified:

• Many dependencies between layers and objects

• No separation of concerns

• No use of standard frameworks, especially in the presentation layer

• Much unnecessary caching

• Many side effects
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As a result of the assessment a refactoring project was set up as well as the following master
plan consisting of three parts (see also Figure 3):

• A clear separation between the service layer and the presentation layer. The primary
goal was to implement a service oriented approach (SOA) with a clear design in the service
layer. Especially the different kinds of backend services (host, database and web services)
were to be encapsulated. The success of this step was measured by the number of
architectural offenses, which means that all dependencies between the service layer and the
presentation layer had to be removed.

• Clean up the presentation layer. The goal was to move all remaining business logic from
the presentation layer to the service layer. Business logic was distributed all over the
application and only after the presentation layer would have been stripped it would be
possible to replace the GUI technology with a standard framework.

• Replace the homegrown GUI framework with standard technology. In the original plan
it was not clear if only the technology was to be replaced and the GUI was to remain as it
was. Now it seems that rich GUI technology is to be used, which, of course, would result in
a redesign of the GUI.

For each part a rough estimation of about five person-years was budgeted. Currently we are in
the middle of the second part while preparations for the third part have already started (GUI
analysis and framework evaluation).

Advertisement - Sonar Manages Source Code Quality - Click on ad to reach advertiser web site
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Figure 3: Visualization of WebInvest Masterplan

Figure 4 shows the refactoring approach we applied on the individual parts of the master plan.
For every refactoring task we follow three steps:

• Analysis: definition of the desired result and HOW to achieve it.

• Implementation: application of refactoring techniques to alter the code accordingly.

• Stabilization: application of methods, which ensure that the result of the implementation is
durable.

Figure 4: Iterative Refactoring Approach

Analysis

When we tackle a new refactoring story, we always start with an in-depth analysis. We try to
choose neither the simplest nor the most complicated case for the analysis. One goal of this
analysis is to verify the new architectural and design concepts.
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Another equally important goal is to define the HOW, i.e. to find the best way to achieve the
new design without taking too many risks. This includes to discover the order of the steps in
which an actual refactoring can be made without breaking to much code at one time. The
Mikado Method describes such an approach, see http://bit.ly/bVa13. As we mentioned earlier,
the test coverage is not always high enough to allow us to rely entirely on tests.

If the system is as entangled as WebInvest, individual refactoring tasks cannot be accomplished
without temporarily introducing more complexity into the system, e.g. introducing adapter
layers. This additional complexity is needed to bridge the gap between the new design and the
original system because it is simply not feasible to introduce a new design into a large complex
system in one single step. Refactoring means that the system must be running continuously to
enable simultaneous implementation of enhancements and new features.

In WebInvest, the first part of the master plan was to introduce a clear separation between
service layer and presentation layer. The primary goal was to remove dependencies between
these two layers. When analyzing the remains of the original service layer we discovered that a
bottom-up approach would work best. By taking the backend services as starting point we
implemented the new design of the service layer and removed side effects and architectural
violations.

Figure 5: Adapter (Converter) between refactored service layer and old presentation layer

The separation of the layers was achieved by the facade pattern [Facade]. The facade serves as
the interface to the service layer and thus hides the actual implementation of the service layer
from the presentation layer. To further prevent undesired side effects, we decided to work with
immutable transfer objects, which together with the facade implementation belong to the public
API (Application Programming Interface) of the service layer. Because the presentation layer
relies deeply on the entangled business object model, we had to introduce an adapter layer (see
Figure 5). The adapter layer consists of so-called converter classes which build the business
object model from the immutable transfer objects and vice versa. This approach allowed us to
clean up the service layer without having to change the GUI implementation.

http://bit.ly/bVa13
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This was an additional benefit because the GUI implementation is going to be replaced with a
standard framework anyway, so that any refactoring work on it would have been wasted.

During the analysis we gained a common understanding of the new architecture and established
best practices for how to realize these changes. Therefore, the refactoring of the 40 facades
could be distributed among several developers.

Implementation

After a common understanding of the design has been established, the code parts must be moved
to their appropriate place according to the principle of separation of concerns. Usually this
means moving them to the appropriate layer and module inside that layer. Depending on the
application’s state, this can be very laborious. Each class must be analyzed to discover it’s main
purpose before it can be moved. Cleaning up the code (e.g. removing all unused code,
introducing type safety) helps a lot to understand what actually is happening.

With classes that serve one clear purpose this is relatively easy. If a class fulfills more than one
purpose, it must be split up before moving the separate parts. That can be quite tricky. In
WebInvest we decided to split up classes only in those cases in which it was necessary to isolate
parts of the system in order to allow simultaneous refactoring. Here, we introduced more
complexity into the system, like – as described earlier – when we introduced the adapter layer
between the service and presentation layer.

Business logic that was supposed to be in the service layer but was too complex to be refactored
at that time was marked and left where it was. According to the master plan, we concentrated on
the separation of the layers. The business logic will be removed from the presentation layer in
the second part of the master plan. Sticking to the plan proved to be essential to get the first part
finished. When refactoring deteriorated code, one easily gets lost because there is so much to
do.

Figure 6: Service Layer Architecture of WebInvest
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The service layer was divided into packages representing a specific business domain with a
facade as the API to the presentation layer (see Figure 6). Each developer of the refactoring
team worked on a couple of facades.  We established the following criteria for the completion of
this refactoring step:

• Transfer objects are immutable. WebInvest suffered greatly from side effects like getters that
also modified objects. Such code is hard to read and makes analysis and refactoring very
difficult, especially when it is used deep in the call stack. One of the advantages of
immutable objects is the easy implementation of class invariants and validity checks (see
[Bloch] and [DbC] for more information about the advantages of immutable objects).

• Base types that encapsulate strings are to be used where available. With the use of base
types, the API of the facades as well as the code throughout the service layer become much
easier to read, because one does not have to guess what kind of parameter is needed. It also
prevents oversights, as it is easy to switch parameters of the same type. That is not possible
with base types.

• Each facade is self-contained, i.e. there are no references to other facades.

• Naming conventions have been adhered to.

In addition to these criteria we reviewed each other’s code to achieve consistency throughout
the refactored code.

Stabilization

As said in the very beginning, refactoring code is not enough. Actions are needed to maintain
the achieved quality of the code. As shown in Figure 4, after every release of refactored code,
stabilization actions must be carried out:

• Explain the new concepts behind the refactored code

• Introduce new guidelines how to work with the refactored code

• Introduce an automated quality control to ensure that the code does not deteriorate again.

• Introduce processes that help stabilize the quality improvement, like reviews etc.

• Introduce a continuous improvement process in the team.

In WebInvest we are observing the following metrics:

• Package cycles

• Average Component Dependency

• Cyclomatic Complexity

• Number of Methods per class

• Lines of code per method

• Compiler warnings

• Test coverage

We used Classycle [CLASS] and Structure101 [STRUC] to check and ensure package cycles
and component dependency. This is not automated yet as it would still fail in too many places.
To eliminate some of the architectural violation it is planned to separate this big project into
several sub-projects.
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To visualize the code metrics we use Coqua [COQ], a code metrics compilation integrating
several tools, which was used by the team lead in several other projects before.

Figure 7: Coqua Dashboard of WebInvest

In our opinion, a very important method to stabilize the changes is to introduce a continuous
improvement process. Continuous improvement allows the team to find the specific actions
needed to improve their process in such a way that quality can be assured. We experienced that
retrospectives are a good start. There, experiments can be defined, which allows the team to try
out new things without pressure.

In WebInvest, there were no retrospectives, nor other continuous improvement techniques. They
followed a more traditional process with four releases a year. To introduce continuous
improvement, we started with retrospectives after releases. In these retrospectives we defined
actions as experiments. Defining experiments allows the team to try something new without
being forced into it. Changes are only adapted to the process if they are approved by the team.
In WebInvest, the first retrospective resulted in the following experiments:

• To improve the daily stand-up meeting

• To improve the estimation process

• The introduction of a story board

Although we think that agile methods are fundamental to successful software development, it is
important to only suggest changes that fit the team – and to keep in mind that there is always
resistance to change. This means that one has to leave enough time for trying new things, and to
adjust the planning accordingly. Nevertheless, we think that the introduction of a continuous
improvement is necessary to stabilize the code quality.
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Continuously fighting Deterioration

When does a refactoring project actually end? Ideally, it ends when all the findings of the
assessment have been realized. More often, however, it will end when funding ends. As we
already pointed out in the stabilization section, it is important to introduce a continuous
improvement process to prevent the project from falling into the infeasibility stage again. As an
additional measure, we strongly recommend to have regular external reviews that monitor the
state of the application.

Figure 8: Constant refactoring controls the cost per feature

Depending on the awareness and the knowledge of the application developers, it can also make
sense to add consulting for the development of new features. Architectural or design flaws are
easier to fix before they are actually implemented. Of course, bringing in external expertise does
not only make sense in refactored projects: it can be helpful in any project.

Conclusion

Refactoring large software systems is expensive and time consuming. It is very difficult to
estimate how much time will be needed. Compare it to renovating an old house: even if you
investigate carefully what needs to be renovated and try to estimate the cost, there will be
unpleasant surprises once you have actually started, and you can easily run out of budget. After
the assessment, usually an estimate of the cost of the project is required. Unfortunately, it is not
possible to foresee everything, no matter how much time you invest in analyzing. Thus, it is
important to find an agreement with the customer that allows them to get most out of the
refactoring. One successful way to tackle this problem is to fix a maximal amount for the project
and to work on a time and material basis. This approach needs the actual refactoring tasks to be
prioritized. The project management should be aware that priorities may change and re-planning
may be needed.
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Organizing and planning the project is as important as improving the source code. Agile
techniques support constant re-planning and a disciplined way of working. Focusing on the
actual tasks, defining criteria when a task is finished, working in pairs of mutual reviewers, all
this is essential to tackle large refactoring projects and to ensure consistency as well as unaltered
behavior of the application.

If applications are considered important enough to undergo a large refactoring, there are feature
requests waiting to be implemented for which time to market is critical. One big advantage of
refactoring over rewriting is that refactoring and the implementation of new features can be
done in parallel. In WebInvest, the implementation of a crucial new feature (analyzing the risk of
the portfolio) started at the same time as the first part of the refactoring. The problem with this
particular feature was that it had to be integrated tightly into the existing application and could
not be realized as a separate module. Without the new design of the service layer (service
oriented, facades, immutable transfer objects, abstraction of the back end service) it would not
have been possible to implement this feature in time. Parallel development of new features and
refactoring is also valuable to the refactoring team because of the feedback gained.

Sometimes it is inevitable to make compromises when maintaining an application. These
compromises must be monitored carefully and replaced with a proper implementation as soon as
possible to fight deterioration.

One of the most important lessons we learned from WebInvest was the fact that it can be helpful
to start out with structural refactoring only. This means that one only tries to improve the
structure of the code, not the way things are implemented. In WebInvest, for example, even
though we noticed very quickly that the backend services were not used in the most effective
way, we did not change them in the first part of the refactoring. Only when the first part was
completed and, thus, many side effects had been removed, we started to address them. The
improved readability made these changes easier to implement and less risky.

Other lessons we learned:

• Favor simplicity over complexity – KISS (keep it simple stupid) applies to refactoring
projects too

• Transfer knowledge to the developer team as early as possible

• Integration tests are more valuable than unit tests

• Continuous Integration is a must

• Introducing continuing improvement processes and involvement of the team in the
refactoring improves the overall acceptance.

Finally, even though the refactoring of WebInvest is not completed yet, it is already considered a
success because the implementation of new features is possible again.
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An Introduction to Domain Driven Design

Dan Haywood, dan@haywood-associates.co.uk
Haywood Associates Ltd, http://danhaywood.com/

Today’s enterprise applications are undoubtedly sophisticated and rely on some specialized
technologies (persistence, AJAX, web services and so on) to do what they do. And as
developers it’s understandable that we tend to focus on these technical details. But the truth is
that a system that doesn’t solve the business needs is of no use to anyone, no matter how pretty
it looks or how well architected its infrastructure.

The philosophy of domain-driven design (DDD) – first described by Eric Evans in his book [1]
of the same name – is about placing our attention at the heart of the application, focusing on the
complexity that is intrinsic to the business domain itself. We also distinguish the core domain
(unique to the business) from the supporting sub-domains (typically generic in nature, such as
money or time), and place appropriately more of our design efforts on the core. Domain-driven
design consists of a set of patterns for building enterprise applications from the domain model
out. In your software career you may well have encountered many of these ideas already,
especially if you are a seasoned developer in an OO language. But applying them together will
allow you to build systems that genuinely meet the needs of the business.

In this article I’m going to run through some of the main patterns of DDD, pick up on some
areas where newbies seem to struggle, and highlight some tools and resources (one in particular)
to help you apply DDD in your work.

Of Code and Models…

With DDD we’re looking to create models of a problem domain. The persistence, user interfaces
and messaging stuff can come later, it’s the domain that needs to be understood, because that’s
the bit in the system being built that distinguishes your company’s business from your
competitors. (And if that isn’t true, then consider buying a packaged product instead).

By model we don’t mean a diagram or set of diagrams; sure, diagrams are useful but they aren’t
the model, just different views of the model (see Figure 1). No, the model is the set of concepts
that we select to be implemented in software, represented in code and any other software artifact
used to construct the delivered system. In other words, the code is the model. Text editors
provide one way to work with this model, though modern tools provide plenty of other
visualizations too (UML class diagrams, entity-relationship diagrams, Spring beandocs [2],
Struts/JSF flows, and so on).

Figure 1: Model vs. Views of the Model

http://danhaywood.com/
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This then is the first of the DDD patterns: a model-driven design. It means being able to map –
ideally quite literally – the concepts in the model to those of the design/code. A change in the
model implies a change to the code; changing the code means the model has changed. DDD
doesn’t mandate that you model the domain using object-orientation – we could build models
using a rules engine, for example – but given that the dominant enterprise programming
languages are OO based, most models will be OO in nature. After all, OO is based on a
modelling paradigm. The concepts of the model will be represented as classes and interfaces,
the responsibilities as class members.

Speaking the Language

Let’s now look at another bedrock principle of domain-driven design. To recap: we want to
build a domain model that captures the problem domain of the system being built, and we’re
going to express that understanding in code / software artifacts. To help us do that, DDD
advocates that the domain experts and developers consciously communicate using the concepts
within the model. So the domain experts don’t describe a new user story in terms of a field on a
screen or a menu item, they talk about the underlying property or behaviour that’s required on a
domain object. Similarly the developers don’t talk about new instance variables of a class or
columns in a database table.

Doing this rigorously we get to develop a ubiquitous language. If an idea can’t easily be
expressed then it indicates a concept that’s missing from the domain model and the team work
together to figure out what that missing concept is. Once this has been established then the new
field on the screen or column in the database table follows on from that.

Advertisement - Visual Use Case - Click on ad to reach advertiser web site
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Like much of DDD, this idea of developing a ubiquitous language isn’t really a new idea: the
XPers call it a “system of names”, and DBAs for years have put together data dictionaries. But
ubiquitous language is an evocative term, and something that can be sold to business and
technical people alike. It also makes a lot of sense now that “whole team” agile practices are
becoming mainstream.

Models and Contexts …

Whenever we discuss a model it’s always within some context. This context can usually be
inferred from the set of end-users that use the system. So we have a front-office trading system
deployed to traders, or a point-of-sale system used by cashiers in a supermarket. These users
relate to the concepts of the model in a particular way, and the terminology of the model makes
sense to these users but not necessarily to anyone else outside that context. DDD calls this the
bounded context (BC). Every domain model lives in precisely one BC, and a BC contains
precisely one domain model.

I must admit when I first read about BCs I couldn’t see the point: if BCs are isomorphic to
domain models, why introduce a new term? If it were only end-users that interacted with BCs,
then perhaps there wouldn’t be any need for this term. However, different systems (BCs) also
interact with each other, sending files, passing messages, invoking APIs, etc.  If we know there
are two BCs interacting with each other, then we know we must take care to translate between
the concepts in one domain and those of the other.

Putting an explicit boundary around a model also means we can start discussing relationships
between these BCs. In fact, DDD identifies a whole set of relationships between BCs, so that we
can rationalize as to what we should do when we need to link our different BCs together:

• published language: the interacting BCs agree on a common a language (for example a
bunch of XML schemas over an enterprise service bus) by which they can interact with each
other;

• open host service: a BC specifies a protocol (for example a RESTful web service) by which
any other BC can use its services;

• shared kernel: two BCs use a common kernel of code (for example a library) as a common
lingua-franca, but otherwise do their other stuff in their own specific way;

• customer/supplier: one BC uses the services of another and is a stakeholder (customer) of
that other BC. As such it can influence the services provided by that BC;

• conformist: one BC uses the services of another but is not a stakeholder to that other BC.
As such it uses “as-is” (conforms to) the protocols or APIs provided by that BC;

• anti-corruption layer: one BC uses the services of another and is not a stakeholder, but
aims to minimize impact from changes in the BC it depends on by introducing a set of
adapters – an anti-corruption layer.

You can see as we go down this list that the level of co-operation between the two BCs
gradually reduces (see Figure 2). With a published language we start off with the BCs
establishing a common standard by which they can interact; neither owns this language, rather it
is owned by the enterprise in which they reside (it might even be an industry standard). With
open host we’re still doing pretty well; the BC provides its functionality as a runtime service for
any other BC to invoke but will (presumably) maintain backwards compatibility as the service
evolves.
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Figure 2: Spectrum of Bounded Context Relationships

However, by the time we get down to conformist we are just living with our lot; one BC is
clearly subservient to the other.  If we had to integrate with the general ledger system, purchased
for megabucks, that might well be the situation we’d live in. And if we use an anti-corruption
layer then we’re generally integrating with a legacy system, but introduce an extra layer to
isolate ourselves as best we can from it. That costs money to implement, of course, but it
reduces the dependency risk. An anti-corruption layer is also lot cheaper than re-implementing
that legacy system, something that at best would distract our attention from the core domain,
and at worst would end in failure.

DDD suggests that we draw up a context map to identify our BCs and those on which we
depend or are depended, identifying the nature of these dependencies. Figure 3 shows such a
context map for a system I’ve been working on for the last 5 years or so.

Figure 3: Context Mapping Example

All this talk about context maps and BCs is sometimes called strategic DDD, and for good
reason. After all, figuring out the relationship between BCs is all pretty political when you think
about it: which upstream systems will my system depend on, is it easy for me to integrate with
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them, do I have leverage over them, do I trust them? And the same holds true downstream:
which systems will be using my services, how do I expose my functionality as services, will
they have leverage over me?  Misunderstand this and your application could easily be a failure.

Layers and Hexagons

Let’s now turn inwards and consider the architecture of our own BC (system).  Fundamentally
DDD is only really concerned about the domain layer and it doesn’t, actually, have a whole lot
to say about the other layers: presentation, application or infrastructure (or persistence layer).
But it does expect that they exist. This is the layered architecture pattern (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Layered Architecture

We’ve been building multi-layer systems for years, of course, but that doesn’t mean we’re
necessarily that good at it. Indeed, some of the dominant technologies of the past – yes, EJB 2,
I’m looking at you! – have been positively harmful to the idea that a domain model can exist as
a meaningful layer. All the business logic seems to seep into the application layer or (even
worse) presentation layer, leaving a set of anaemic domain classes [3] as an empty husk of data
holders. This is not what DDD is about. So, to be absolutely clear, there shouldn’t be any
domain logic in the application layer. Instead, the application layer takes responsibility for such
things as transaction management and security. In some architectures it may also take on the
responsibility of ensuring that domain objects retrieved from the infrastructure/persistence layer
are properly initialized before being interacted with (though I prefer it that the infrastructure
layer does this instead).

Where the presentation layer runs in a separate memory space then the application layer also
acts as a mediator between the presentation layer and domain layer. The presentation layer
generally deals with serializable representations of a domain object or domain objects (data
transfer objects, or DTOs), typically one per “view”. If these are modified then the presentation
layer sends back any changes to the application layer, which in turn determines the domain
objects that have been modified, loads them from the persistence layer, and then forwards on the
changes to those domain objects.

One downside of the layered architecture is that it suggests a linear stacking of dependencies,
from the presentation layer all the way down to the infrastructure layer. However, we may want
to support different implementations within both the presentation and infrastructure layer.
That’s certainly the case if (as I presume we are!) we want to test our application:

• for example, tools such as FitNesse [4] allow us to verify the behaviour of our system from
an end-users’ perspective. But these tools don’t generally go through the presentation layer,
instead they go directly to the next layer back, the application layer. So in a sense FitNesse
acts as an alternative viewer.

• similarly, we may well have more than one persistence implementation. Our production
implementation probably uses RDBMS or similar technology, but for testing and
prototyping we may have a lightweight implementation (perhaps even in-memory) so we
can mock out persistence.
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We might also want to distinguish between interactions between the layers that are “internal”
and “external”, where by internal I mean an interaction where both layers are wholly within our
system (or BC), while an external interaction goes across BCs.

So rather than consider our application as a set of layers, an alternative is to view it as a hexagon
[5], as shown in Figure 5. The viewers used by our end-users, as well as FitNesse testing, use an
internal client API (or port), while calls coming in from other BCs (e.g. RESTful for an open
host interaction, or an invocation from an ESB adapter for a published language interaction) hit
an external client port. For the back-end infrastructure layer we can see a persistence port for
alternative object store implementations, and in addition the objects in our domain layer can call
out to other BCs through an external services port.

Figure 5: Hexagonal Architecture

But enough of this large-scale stuff; let’s get down to what DDD looks like at the coal-face.

Building Blocks

As we’ve already noted, most DDD systems will likely use an OO paradigm. As such many of
the building blocks for our domain objects may well be familiar, such as entities, value objects
and modules. For example, if you are a Java programmer then it’s safe enough to think of a
DDD entity as basically the same thing as a JPA entity (annotated with @Entity); value objects
are things like strings, numbers and dates; and a module is a package.

However, DDD tends to place rather more emphasis on value objects than you might be used
to. So, yes, you can use a String to hold the value of a Customer’s givenName property, for
example, and that would probably be reasonable. But what about an amount of money, for
example the price of a Product? We could use an integer or a double, but (even ignoring
possible rounding errors) what would 1 or 1.0 mean?  $1? €1? ¥1? 1 cent, even? Instead, we
should introduce a Money value type, which encapsulates the Currency and any rounding rules
(which will be specific to the Currency).
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Moreover, value objects should be immutable, and should provide a set of side-effect free
functions to manipulate them. We should be able to write:
Money m1 = new Money(“GBP”, 10);

Money m2 = new Money(“GBP”, 20);

Money m3 = m1.add(m2);

Adding m2 to m1 does not alter m1, instead it returns a new Money object (referenced by m3)
which represents the two amounts of Money added together.

Values should also have value semantics, which means (in Java and C# for example) that they
implement equals() and hashCode(). They are also often serializable, either into a bytestream or
perhaps to and from a String format. This is useful when we need to persist them.

Another case where value objects are common is as identifiers. So a (US) SocialSecurityNumber
would be a good example, as would a RegistrationNumber for a Vehicle. So would a URL.
Because we have overridden equals() and hashCode(), all of these could then safely be used as
keys in a hash map.

Introducing value objects not only expands our ubiquitous language, it also means we can push
behaviour onto the values themselves. So if we decided that Money can never contain negative
values, we can implement this check right inside Money, rather than everywhere that a Money is
used. If a SocialSecurityNumber had a checksum digit (which is the case in some countries) then
the verification of that checksum could be in the value object. And we could ask a URL to
validate its format, return its scheme (for example http), or perhaps determine a resource
location relative to some other URL.

Our other two building blocks probably need less explanation. Entities are typically persisted,
typically mutable and (as such) tend to have a lifetime of state changes. In many architectures an
entity will be persisted as row in a database table. Modules (packages or namespaces)
meanwhile are key to ensuring that the domain model remains decoupled, and does not descend
into one big ball of mud [6]. In his book Evans talks about conceptual contours, an elegant
phrase to describe how to separate out the main areas of concern of the domain. Modules are the
main way in which this separation is realized, along with interfaces to ensure that module
dependencies are strictly acyclic. We use techniques such as Uncle “Bob” Martin’s dependency
inversion principle [7] to ensure that the dependencies are strictly one-way.

Entities, values and modules are the core building blocks, but DDD also has some further
building blocks that will be less familiar. Let’s look at these now.

Aggregates and Aggregate Roots

If you are versed in UML then you’ll remember that it allows us to model an association
between two objects either as a simple association, as an aggregation, or using composition. An
aggregate root (sometimes abbreviated to AR) is an entity that composes other entities (as well
as its own values) by composition. That is, aggregated entities are referenced only by the root
(perhaps transitively), and may not be (permanently) referenced by any objects outside the
aggregate. Put another way, if an entity has a reference to another entity, then the referenced
entity must either be within the same aggregate, or be the root of some other aggregate.

Many entities are aggregate roots and contain no other entities. This is especially true for
entities that are immutable (equivalent to reference or static data in a database). Examples might
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include Country, VehicleModel, TaxRate, Category, BookTitle and so on.

However, more complex mutable (transactional) entities do benefit when modelled as
aggregates, primarily by reducing the conceptual overhead. Rather than having to think about
every entity we can think only of the aggregate roots; aggregated entities are merely the “inner
workings” of the aggregate. They also simplify the interactions between entities; we follow the
rule that (persisted) references may only be to an aggregate’s root, not to any other entities
within the aggregate.

Another DDD principle is that an aggregate root is responsible for ensuring that the aggregated
entities are always in a valid state. For example, an Order (root) might contain a collection of
OrderItems (aggregated). There could be a rule that any OrderItem cannot be updated once the
Order has been shipped. Or, if two OrderItems refer to the same Product and with the same
shipping requirements, then they are merged into the same OrderItem. Or, an Order’s derived
totalPrice attribute should be the sum of the prices of the OrderItems. Maintaining these
invariants is the responsibility of the root.

However … it is only feasible for an aggregate root to maintain invariants between objects
entirely within the aggregate. The Product referenced by an OrderItem would almost certainly
not be in the AR, because there are other use cases which need to interact with Product
independently of whether there is an Order for it. So, if there were a rule that an Order cannot
be placed against a discontinued Product, then the Order would need to deal with this somehow.
In practical terms this generally means using isolation level 2 or 3 to “lock” the Product while
the Order is updated transactionally. Alternatively, an out-of-band process can be used to
reconcile any breakage of cross-aggregate invariants.

Stepping back a little before we move on, we can see that we have a spectrum of granularity:

value < entity < aggregate < module < bounded context

Let’s now carry on looking at some further DDD building blocks.

Repositories, Factories and Services

In enterprise applications entities are typically persisted, with values representing the state of
those entities. But how do we get hold of an entity from the persistence store in the first place?

A repository is an abstraction over the persistence store, returning entities – or more precisely
aggregate roots – meeting some criteria.  For example, a customer repository would return
Customer aggregate root entities, and an order repository would return Orders (along with their
OrderItems). Typically there is one repository per aggregate root.

Because we generally want to support multiple implementations of the persistence store, a
repository typically consists of an interface (e.g. CustomerRepository) with different
implementations for the different persistence store implementations (e.g.
CustomerRepositoryHibernate, or CustomerRepositoryInMemory). Because this interface
returns entities (part of the domain layer), the interface itself is also part of the domain layer.
The implementations of the interface (coupled as they are to some specific persistence
implementation) are part of the infrastructure layer.

Often the criteria we are searching for is implicit in the method name called. So
CustomerRepository might provide a findByLastName(String) method to return Customer
entities with the specified last name. Or we could have an OrderRepository to return Orders,
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with a findByOrderNum(OrderNum) returning the Order matching the OrderNum (note the use
of a value type here, by the way!).

More elaborate designs wrap the criteria into a query or a specification, something like
findBy(Query<T>), where Query holds an abstract syntax tree describing the criteria. The
different implementations then unwrap the Query to determine how to locate the entities
meeting the criteria in their own specific way.

That said, if you are a .NET developer then one technology that warrants mention here is LINQ
[8]. Because LINQ is itself pluggable, it is often the case that we can write a single
implementation of the repository using LINQ. What then varies is not the repository
implementation but the way in which we configure LINQ to obtain its data sources (e.g. against
Entity Framework or against an in-memory objectstore).

A variation on using specific repository interfaces per aggregate root is to use generic
repositories, such as Repository<Customer>. This provides a common set of methods, such as
findById(int) for every entity. This works well when using Query<T> (e.g. Query<Customer>)
objects to specify the criteria. For the Java platform there are also frameworks such as Hades [9]
that allow a mix-and-match approach (start with generic implementations, and then add in
custom interfaces as and when are needed).

Repositories aren’t the only way to bring in objects from the persistence layer. If using an
object-relational mapping (ORM) tool such as Hibernate we can navigate references between
entities, allowing us to transparently walk the graph. As a rule of thumb references to the
aggregate roots of other entities should be lazy loaded, while aggregated entities within an
aggregate should be eagerly loaded. But as ever with ORMs, expect to do some tuning in order
to obtain suitable performance characteristics for your most critical use cases.

In most designs repositories are also used to save new instances, and to update or delete existing
instances. If the underlying persistence technology supports it then these may well live on a
generic repository, though … from a method signature point of view there’s nothing really to
distinguish saving a new Customer from saving a new Order.

One final point on this… it’s quite rare to create new aggregate roots directly. Instead they tend
to be created by other aggregate roots. An Order is a good example: it would probably be
created by invoking an action by the Customer.

Which neatly brings us onto:

Factories

If we ask an Order to create an OrderItem, then (because after all the OrderItem is part of its
aggregate) it’s reasonable for the Order to know the concrete class of OrderItem to instantiate.
In fact, it’s reasonable for an entity to know the concrete class of any entity within the same
module (namespace or package) that it needs to instantiate.

Suppose though that the Customer creates an Order, using the Customer’s placeOrder action
(see Figure 6). If the Customer knows the concrete class of Order, that means that the customer
module is dependent on the order module. If the Order has a back-reference to the Customer
then we will get a cyclic dependency between the two modules.
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Figure 6: Customers and Orders (cyclic dependencies)

As already mentioned, we can use the dependency inversion principle to resolve this sort of
thing: to remove the dependency from order  customer module we would introduce an
OrderOwner interface, make Order reference an OrderOwner, and make Customer implement
OrderOwner (see Figure 7).

Figure 7: Customers and Orders (customer depends on order)

What about the other way, though: if we wanted order  customer? In this case there would
need to be an interface representing Order in the customer module (this being the return type of
Customer’s placeOrder action). The order module would then provide implementations of
Order. Since customer cannot depend on order, it instead must define an OrderFactory
interface. The order module then provides an implementation of OrderFactory in turn (see
Figure 8).

Figure 8: Customers and Orders (order depends on customer)
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There might also be a corresponding repository interface. For example, if a Customer could
have many thousands of Orders then we might remove its orders collection. Instead the
Customer would use an OrderRepository to locate (a subset of) its Orders as required.
Alternatively (as some prefer) you can avoid the explicit dependency from an entity to a
repository by moving the call to the repository into a higher layer of the application architecture,
such as a domain service or perhaps an application service.

Indeed, services are the next topic we need to explore.

Domain services, Infrastructure services and Application services

A domain service is one which is defined within the domain layer, though the implementation
may be part of the infrastructure layer. A repository is a domain service whose implementation
is indeed in the infrastructure layer, while a factory is also a domain service whose
implementation is generally within the domain layer. In particular both repositories and factories
are defined within the appropriate module: CustomerRepository is in the customer module, and
so on.

More generally though a domain service is any business logic that does not easily live within an
entity. Evans suggests a transfer service between two bank accounts, though I’m not sure that’s
the best example (I would model a Transfer itself as an entity). But another variety of domain
service is one that acts as a proxy to some other bounded context. For example, we might want
to integrate with a General Ledger system that exposes an open host service. We can define a
service that exposes the functionality that we need, so that our application can post entries to the
general ledger. These services sometimes define their own entities which may be persisted;
these entities in effect shadow the salient information held remotely in the other BC.

We can also get services that are more technical in nature, for example sending out an email or
SMS text message, or converting a Correspondence entity into a PDF, or stamping the
generated PDF with a barcode. Again the interface is defined in the domain layer, but the
implementation is very definitely in the infrastructure layer. Because the interface for these very
technical services is often defined in terms of simple value types (not entities), I tend to use the
term infrastructure service rather than domain service.  But you could think of them if you
want as a bridge over to an “email” BC or an “SMS” BC if you wanted to.

While a domain service can both call or be called by a domain entity, an application service sits
above the domain layer so cannot be called by entities within the domain layer, only the other
way around. Put another way, the application layer (of our layered architecture) can be thought
of as a set of (stateless) application services.

As already discussed, application services usually handle cross-cutting concerns such as
transactions and security. They may also mediate with the presentation layer, by: unmarshalling
the inbound request; using a domain service (repository or factory) to obtain a reference to the
aggregate root being interacted with; invoking the appropriate operation on that aggregate root;
and marshalling the results back to the presentation layer.

I should also point out that in some architectures application services call infrastructure services.
So, rather than an entity call a PdfGenerationService to convert itself to a PDF, the application
service may call the PdfGenerationService directly, passing information that it has extracted
from the entity. This isn’t my particular preference, but it is a common design. I’ll talk about
this more shortly.
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Okay, that completes our overview of the main DDD patterns. There’s plenty more in Evans
500+page book – and it’s well worth the read – but what I’d like to do next is highlight some
areas where people seem to struggle to apply DDD.

Problems and Hurdles

Enforcing a layered architecture

Here’s the first thing: it can be difficult to strictly enforce the architectural layering. In
particular, the seeping of business logic from the domain layer into the application layer can be
particularly insidious.

I’ve already singled out Java’s EJB2 as a culprit here, but poor implementations of the model-
view-controller pattern can also cause this to happen. What happens is the controller (=
application layer), takes on far too much responsibility, leaving the model (= domain layer) to
become anaemic. In fact, there are newer web frameworks out there (in the Java world, Wicket
[10] is one up-and-coming example) that explicitly avoid the MVC pattern for this sort of
reason.

Presentation layer obscuring the domain layer

Another issue is trying to develop a ubiquitous language. It’s natural for domain experts to talk
in terms of screens, because, after all, that is all that they can see of the system. Asking them to
look behind the screens and express their problem in terms of the domain concepts can be very
difficult.

The presentation layer itself can also be problematic, because a custom presentation layer may
not accurately reflect (could distort) the underlying domain concepts and so compromises our
ubiquitous language. Even if that isn’t the case, there’s also just the time it takes to put together
a user interface. Using agile terminology, the reduced velocity means less progress is made per
iteration, and so fewer insights are made into the domain overall.

The implementation of the repository pattern

On a more technical note, newbies also sometimes seem to get confused separating out the
interface of a repository (in the domain layer) from its implementation (in the infrastructure
layer). I’m not exactly sure why this is the case: it’s a pretty simple OO pattern, after all. I think
it might be because Evans book just doesn’t go down to this level of detail, and that leaves some
people high and dry.  But it’s also possibly because the idea of substituting out the persistence
implementation (as per the hexagonal architecture) is not that widespread, giving rise to systems
where persistence implementation has bled into the domain layer.

The implementation of the service dependencies

Another technical concern – and where there can be disagreement between DDD practitioners –
is in terms of the relationship between entities and domain/infrastructure services (including
repositories and factories). Some take the view that entities should not depend on domain
services at all, but if that’s the case then it falls to the outer application services to interact with
the domain services and pass the results into the domain entities. To my way of thinking this
moves us towards having an anaemic domain model.
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A slightly softer viewpoint is that entities can depend on domain services, but the application
service should pass them in as needed, for example as an argument to an operation. I’m not a fan
of this either: to me it is exposing implementation details out to the application layer (“this
entity needs such-and-such a service in order to fulfil this operation”). But many practitioners
are happy with this approach.

My own preferred option is to inject services into entities, using dependency injection. Entities
can declare their dependencies and then the infrastructure layer (e.g. Hibernate, Spring or some
other framework) can inject the services into the entities:

public class Customer {
  …
  private OrderFactory orderFactory;
  public void setOrderFactory(OrderFactory orderFactory) {
    this.orderFactory = orderFactory;
  }
  …
  public Order placeOrder( … ) {
    Order order = orderFactory.createOrder();
    …
    return order;
  }
}

One alternative is to use the service locator pattern. All services are registered, for example into
JNDI, and then each domain object looks up the services it requires. To my mind this introduces
a dependency on the runtime environment. However, compared to dependency injection it has
lower memory requirements on entities, and that could be a deciding factor.

Inappropriate modularity

As we’ve already identified, DDD distinguishes several different levels of granularity over and
above entities, namely aggregates, modules and BCs. Getting the right levels of modularization
right takes some practice. Just as an RDBMS schema may be denormalized, so too can a system
not have modularity (becomes a big ball of mud). But an overnormalized RDBMS schema –
where a single entity is broken out over multiple tables – can also be harmful, and so too can an
overmodularized system, because it then becomes difficult to understand how the system works
as a whole.

Let’s first consider modules and BCs. A module, remember, is akin to a Java package or .NET
namespace. We want the dependency between two modules to be acyclic, for sure, but if we do
decide that (say) customer depends on order then there’s nothing in particular extra we need to
do: Customer can simply import the Order package/namespace and uses its interfaces and
classes as needed.

If we put the customer and order into separate BCs, however, then we have substantially more
work to do, because we must map the concepts in the customer BC to those of the order BC. In
practice this also means having representations of the order entities in the customer BC (per the
general ledger example given earlier), as well as the mechanics of actually collaborating via
message bus or something else. Remember: the reason for having two BCs is when there are
different end-users and/or stakeholders, and we can’t guarantee that the related concepts in the
different BCs will evolve in the same direction.
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Another area where there can be confusion is in distinguishing entities from aggregates. Every
aggregate has an entity acting as its aggregate root, and for lots and lots of entities the aggregate
will consist of just this entity (the “trivial” case, as mathematicians would say). But I’ve seen
developers fall into thinking that the whole world must reside within a single aggregate. So, for
example, Order contains OrderItems (so far so good) which reference Products, and so the
developer concludes that Products are also in the aggregate (no!) Even worse, a developer will
observe that Customer have Orders, and so think this means we must have mega-aggregate of
Customer / Order / OrderItem / Product (no, no, no!). The point is that “Customer have Orders”
does not mean imply aggregation; Customer, Order and Product are all aggregate roots.

In practical terms, a typical module (and this is very rough and ready) might contain a half-
dozen aggregates, each of which might contain between one entity and several. Of these half-
dozen, a good number may well be immutable “reference data” classes. Remember also that the
reason we modularize is so that we can understand a single thing (at a certain level of
granularity). So do remember that the typical person can only keep in their head between 5 and
9 things at a time [11].

Getting Started

As I said at the outset, you might well have encountered many of the ideas in DDD before.
Indeed, every Smalltalker I’ve spoken with (I’m not one, I’m afraid to say) seems glad to be
able to go back to a domain-driven approach after the wilderness years of EJB2 et al.

On the other hand, what if this stuff is new? With so many different ways to trip up, is there any
way to reliably get started with DDD?

If you look around the Java landscape (it’s not as bad for .NET) there are literally hundreds of
frameworks for building web apps (JSP, Struts, JSF, Spring MVC, Seam, Wicket, Tapestry,
etc). And there are scores of frameworks out there targeting the infrastructure layer, both from a
persistence perspective (JDO, JPA, Hibernate, iBatis, TopLink, JCloud and so on) or other
concerns (RestEasy, Camel, ServiceMix, Mule etc). But there are very few frameworks or tools
to help with what DDD says is the most important layer, the domain layer.

Since 2002 I’ve been involved in with (and these days am a committer to) a project called
Naked Objects, open source on Java [12] and commercial on .NET [13]. Although Naked
Objects wasn’t explicitly started with domain-driven design in mind – indeed it predates Evans’
book – it holds by a very similar set of principles to DDD. It also makes it easy to overcome the
hurdles identified earlier.

You can think of Naked Objects analogously to an ORM such as Hibernate. Whereas ORMs
build a metamodel of the domain objects and use this to automatically persist the domain objects
to an RDBMS, Naked Objects builds a metamodel and uses this to automatically render those
domain objects in an object-oriented user interface.

Out-of-the-box Naked Objects supports two user interfaces, a rich client viewer (see Figure 9),
and a HTML viewer (see Figure 10). These are both fully functional applications that require
the developer to write only the domain layer (entities, values, repositories, factories, services) to
run.
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Figure 9: Naked Objects Drag-n-Drop Viewer

Figure 10: Naked Objects HTML Viewer

Let’s take a look at the (Java) code for the Claim class (shown in the screenshots). First off, the
classes are basically pojos, though we normally inherit from the convenience class
AbstractDomainObject just to factor out the injection of a generic repository and provide some
helper methods:
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public class Claim extends AbstractDomainObject {
  ...
}
Next, we have some value properties:
  // {{ Description
  private String description;
  @MemberOrder(sequence = "1")
  public String getDescription() { return description; }
  public void setDescription(String d) { description = d; }
  // }}

  // {{ Date
  private Date date;
  @MemberOrder(sequence="2")
  public Date getDate() { return date; }
  public void setDate(Date d) { date = d; }
  // }}

  // {{ Status
  private String status;
  @Disabled
  @MemberOrder(sequence = "3")
  public String getStatus() { return status; }
  public void setStatus(String s) { status = s; }
  // }}

These are simple getter/setters, with return types of String, dates, integers and so on (though
Naked Objects supports custom value types too). Next, we have some reference properties:

  // {{ Claimant
  private Claimant claimant;
  @Disabled
  @MemberOrder(sequence = "4")
  public Claimant getClaimant() { return claimant; }
  public void setClaimant(Claimant c) { claimant = c; }
  // }}

  // {{ Approver
  private Approver approver;
  @Disabled
  @MemberOrder(sequence = "5")
  public Approver getApprover() { return approver; }
  public void setApprover(Approver a) { approver = a; }
  // }}

Here our Claim entity references other entities. In fact, Claimant and Approver are interfaces, so
this allows us to decouple our domain model into modules as discussed earlier on.

Entities can also have collections of entities. In our case Claim has a collection of ClaimItems:

  // {{ Items
  private List<ClaimItem> items = new ArrayList<ClaimItem>();
  @MemberOrder(sequence = "6")
  public List<ClaimItem> getItems() { return items; }
  public void addToItems(ClaimItem item) {
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    items.add(item);
  }
  // }}

And we also have (what Naked Objects calls) actions, namely submit and addItem: these are all
public methods that don’t represent properties and collections:

  // {{ action: addItem
  public void addItem(
      @Named("Days since")
      int days,
      @Named("Amount")
      double amount,
      @Named("Description")
      String description) {
    ClaimItem claimItem = newTransientInstance(ClaimItem.class);
    Date date = new Date();
    date = date.add(0,0, days);
    claimItem.setDateIncurred(date);
    claimItem.setDescription(description);
    claimItem.setAmount(new Money(amount, "USD"));
    persist(claimItem);
    addToItems(claimItem);
  }
  public String disableAddItem() {
    return "Submitted".equals(getStatus()) ? "Already submitted"
: null;
  }
  // }}

  // {{ action: Submit
  public void submit(Approver approver) {
    setStatus("Submitted");
    setApprover(approver);
  }
  public String disableSubmit() {
    return getStatus().equals("New")?
      null : "Claim has already been submitted";
  }
  public Object[] defaultSubmit() {
    return new Object[] { getClaimant().getApprover() };
  }
  // }}

These actions are automatically rendered in the Naked Objects viewers as menu items or links.
And it’s the presence of these actions that mean that Naked Objects apps are not just CRUD-
style applications.

Finally, there are supporting methods to display a label (or title) and to hook into the persistence
lifecycle:

  // {{ Title
  public String title() {
    return getStatus() + " - " + getDate();
  }
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  // }}

  // {{ Lifecycle
  public void created() {
    status = "New";
    date = new Date();
  }
  // }}

Earlier I described Naked Objects domain objects as pojos, but you’ll have noticed that we use
annotations (such as @Disabled) along with imperative helper methods (such as
disableSubmit()) to enforce business constraints. The Naked Objects viewers honour these
semantics by querying the metamodel built at startup. If you don’t like these programming
conventions, it is possible to change them.

A typical Naked Objects application consists of a set of domain classes such as the Claim class
above, along with interfaces and implementations for repository, factory and
domain/infrastructure services. In particular, there is no presentation layer or application layer
code. So how does Naked Objects help with some of the hurdles we’ve already identified? Well:

• Enforcing a layered architecture: because the only code we write are the domain objects,
there’s no way that domain logic can seep out into other layers. Indeed, one of the original
motivations for Naked Objects was to help develop behaviourally complete objects

• Presentation layer obscuring the domain layer: because the presentation layer is a direct
reflection of the domain objects, the whole team can rapidly deepen their understanding of
the domain model. By default Naked Objects takes the class names and method names
straight from the code, so there is a strong incentive to get the naming right in the ubiquitous
language. In this way Naked Objects also supports DDD’s model-driven design principle

• The implementation of the repository pattern: the icons / links that you can see in the
screenshots are actually repositories: an EmployeeRepository and a ClaimRepository. Naked
Objects supports pluggable object stores, and normally in prototyping we use an
implementation against an in-memory object store. As we move towards production, we
then write an implementation that hits the database.

• The implementation of the service dependencies: Naked Objects automatically injects
service dependencies into every domain object. This is done when the object is retrieved
from the object store, or when the object is first created (see newTransientInstance(), above).
In fact, all that such helper methods do is delegate to a generic repository/factory provided
by Naked Objects called the DomainObjectContainer.

• Inappropriate modularity: We can modularize into modules just by using Java packages (or
.NET namespaces) in the normal way, and use visualization tools such as Structure101 [14]
and NDepend [15] to ensure that there are no cyclic dependencies in our codebase. We can
modularize into aggregates by annotating as @Hidden any aggregated objects that represent
the inner workings of our visible aggregate root; these then won’t appear in the Naked
Objects viewers. And we can write domain and infrastructure services to bridge over to
other BCs as we need to.

There are plenty of other features that Naked Objects offers: it has an extensible architecture
that – in particular – allows other viewers and object stores to be implemented. The next
generation of viewers being developed (for example Scimpi [16]) offer more sophisticated
customisation capabilities. In addition, it offers multiple deployment options: for example, you
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can use Naked Objects just for prototyping and then develop your own more tailored
presentation layer as you move towards production. It also has integration with tools such as
FitNesse [17], and can automatically provide a RESTful interface to your domain objects [18].

Next Steps

Domain-driven design brings together a set of best-practice patterns for developing complex
enterprise applications. Some developers will have been applying these patterns for years, and
for these guys DDD is perhaps little more than an affirmation of their existing practices. For
others though, applying these patterns can be a real challenge.

Naked Objects provides a framework for both Java and .NET that, by taking care of the other
layers, allows the team to focus on the bit that matters, the domain model. By exposing the
domain objects directly in the UI, Naked Objects allows the team to very naturally build up an
unambiguous ubiquitous language. As the domain layer firms up then the team can develop a
more tailored presentation layer if required.

So, where next?

Well, the bible for DDD itself is Eric Evans original book, “Domain-Driven Design” [1],
recommended reading for all. The Yahoo newsgroup for DDD [19] is also a pretty good
resource. And if you’re interested in learning more about Naked Objects, you can search out my
book, “Domain Driven Design using Naked Objects” [20], or my blog [21] (NO for Java) or the
Naked Objects website [13] (NO for .NET). Happy DDD’ing!
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Agile Coaching Tips

Rachel Davies,
Agile Experience Ltd, http://www.agilexp.com

Introduction

An agile coach is not going to help anyone get a perfectly toned physique. We are not in the
personal fitness business. An agile coach works with software development teams to help
improve their effectiveness and get the benefits of applying agile principles to their work. But it
is not surprising that people to get confused about what agile coaching is because the term
coaching is used widely in non-software contexts, both in sports and also self-help techniques.
As Tobias Mayer recently commented “Being a consultant, and adding ‘Agile’ in front of the
term doesn't magically make one a coach. There is more to it than that.”

The first value of the Agile Manifesto [1] is “Individuals and interactions over processes and
tools.” Skills from life-coaching can help you work with individual members of a team, to
clarify personal goals and actions to achieve them. However, teamwork is at the heart of the
agile development. As agile coaches, we work towards creating a focused team rather than a
bunch of individuals following their own paths so we need more than life-coaching skills.

Coaches in team sports, like football, share a similar focus: building a team that performs
effectively. These sports coaches require a deep knowledge of their sport and are often former
players. They work on skills, tactics, and motivation. An agile coach wants to help teams with
the same things but techniques for building up physical sports skills don't really transfer into the
world of software development.

An agile coach's domain is team collaboration and how the work is organized to create a steady
stream of valuable working software. You need experience in agile software development to do
this well. Then you need to learn about how to coach teams. Liz Sedley and I got together to
write a practical guide "Agile Coaching" [2] to help aspiring agile coaches. Here are some of
our tips that can help you be an effective agile coach.

Get Introduced

When you arrive, you may find that the team you will be coaching is not very interested in
becoming agile. They have project deadlines, personal objectives, and their own tried-and-tested
habits for developing software. As their agile coach, you invite them to pause and consider what
agile has to offer. Often they simply want to get on with their work and don’t see why they
should listen to you.

How you are introduced to the team can make a big difference to their response. If you
parachute into the team and say "Hi, I'm Jack. I'll be your Agile Coach." The team may be
baffled about why you are there. Don't leave this to chance. If you've been brought by
management, it's important that the manager takes time to shares her objectives behind bringing
you in to work with the team.

However, life won’t be easy if you're introduced as "This is Jack, he's an agile guru who has
been brought in to tell us where you're going wrong." Avoid this scenario by letting the person
who’ll be introducing you know what your practical qualifications are. A better introduction
might be, "I'd like you to meet Jack. The management team has brought him in because he's got
six years experience in guiding agile teams through agile transitions. He's worked at Imagine

http://www.agilexp.com/
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Corp. Jack will be working with your team for the next couple of months to help you find ways
to improve customer satisfaction and reduce defect rates."

Remember, introductions are a two way thing, make time to get to know the members of the
team and their concerns.

Agile is Not a Religion

As an agile coach, you have to be passionate about the benefits that agile approaches offer.
When you are excited about what agile has to offer, it is easy to come across as an evangelist
who talks in a weird language full of agile buzzwords and acronyms like TDD and WIP. You
may be interested in all things agile but take care not to assume the team shares the same
enthusiasm.

You cannot bounce people into a change. When you spend too much time talking about the
benefits of being agile, you give the impression that you have all the answers and the team has
none. People will resent you pushing agile too hard. Instead, take time to understand current
practice and concerns of the team before suggesting changes they can make.

Each team is a collection of unique individuals with a different set of challenges. Use specific
examples in plain language rather than making broad generalisations. You are there to help them
work out what agile practices will help them solve their challenges rather than to convert them
to an ideal agile process.

Demonstrate Respect

As an agile coach, you already have some experiences in how to implement agile practices. But
being an expert in agile does not translate into being an expert in everything. People on the team
will know more than you about the organization, the culture, and the subject domain. Respect
the work that they have already done and try to tap into their experience.

Treat the team as the experts by showing that you are listening to them. You can demonstrate
respect in small ways, such as asking their permission to share your own observations and by
asking their opinion on ideas to improve their process. When you give respect, you earn respect
from the team and they are more likely to listen to you.

You can also demonstrate respect in the way that you talk to people. When you do this
consistently, you provide a role model and team members start to follow your example. Try to
avoid using labels for people and grumbling about faceless departments, such as "management"
or “QA”. Rephrase what you want to say using people’s names. For instance, instead of saying
“Let’s call the project manager to review the QA issues” you can say “Let’s call George to
review the problems Daphne’s been experiencing with the new staging environment.” Although
doing this seems like a small thing, when you frame interactions this way, you can help break
down barriers between different disciplines in the organization.

Step Back to See the Big Picture.

There’s often a lot of pressure on software projects but take care not to get sucked into whatever
the team is stressing about. When you get too close, it becomes harder to see what is really
going on. Instead, step back to see the big picture and explore the root causes of current
problems.
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Although it may seem that individuals on the team are causing problems, remember that most of
the time they are responding to organizational pressures. Use Systems Thinking to help find the
forces at work and look for ways to influence them.

You can do this on your own but it is even better to introduce system thinking to the team.
Surfacing the working assumptions of the people in the room often plays a crucial part in
debugging team problems. Try drawing a diagram of effects or a force-field analysis with the
team. Start by brainstorming factors at play onto sticky notes and explore relationships between
them. Encourage the team to look for ways that they can change the system and make it easier to
do the right thing.

Ask Questions to Spark Ideas

Believe it or not, a good agile coach avoids telling the team what to do. Instead, we ask
questions to encourage the team to think for themselves. You will find that when team members
come up with their own solutions, they are more likely to implement them.

Questions are a fundamental tool that in your agile coach’s toolkit so it’s worth learning how to
ask powerful questions. However, take care not to rely too heavily on asking questions when
coaching, as people can feel you are putting pressure on them to come up with all the answers
rather than taking your share in problem solving.

Phrase questions carefully to avoid people feeling like they’re being interrogated. When you
wan to ask why someone works in a particular way, be aware that starting your questions with
“Why..” can sound as if you are criticizing what was done. You can usually ask these questions
differently using  “How" or “What” questions. Try to ask open rather than closed questions to
engage team members. You can get the team thinking by using “Thinking questions” [3] that
stimulate thinking about the thinking process itself.

Have Courage

To gain the benefits of being agile, a team has to make changes. Some changes are easier to
make than others. However, a team will not get the full benefit if they only do what is easy. As
their agile coach, sometimes you have to ask them to face some hard truths and that takes
courage. People have a strong tendency to resist change and resist any attempts to coach them.
You may be unpopular for forcing the team to face up to the consequences of their actions.
Often your suggestions will fall on deaf ears, especially when the team is under a lot of pressure.
Try not to take this personally, give the team a little time and then try again.

Take Time Out to Reflect

Although you may feel pressure, as the local agile expert, to come up with advice for the team,
resist the urge to rush in. Take time to reflect on the situation. You can step away from the team
by going for a walk or taking a break for a cup of coffee. You can even wait until the next day,
when you have slept on it and allowed your subconscious to process the problem.

You may find it helpful to talk things through with someone outside the team. Sometimes you
may find that the “cardboard programmer” technique effect helps. This is where simply
explaining the problem to another person helps you to spot a new angle. Seek out, someone with
a fresh perspective or different agile experiences help you get unstuck. Connect with other agile
coaches, either inside your organization or outside (such as via an agile user group or email
discussion list).
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Introduce the Elephant in the Room

You may discover an issue that's holding the team back which the team doesn't talk about. As
their coach, mention the issue and encourage the team to discuss if there is any action they can
take to address it.

Where there is something that distracting the team focus on Agile, like job cuts, bring it up in a
retrospective. Don't put pressure on the team to discuss the issue but let them know that you are
aware of it and willing to talk about it. For instance, lay offs at work could be holding team back
from sharing their specialist skills. Encourage the team to deal with this constructively, by
considering what is still within their sphere of influence to change.

It can be much harder to deal with an issue when the team is unhappy with the behaviour of a
team member. Remind people who complain about one of their team mates that there may be
underlying personal issues, such as stress, ill-health or family concerns causing this. Rather than
deal with this as a group in a retrospective, you probably need to initiate conversations with this
person and consider talking to their line manager or HR.

Frame Change as an Experiment.

You can make change more palatable to the team by framing each change as an experiment.
This helps the team to define a benefit that the team wants and engage them in constructing an
approach that they will adopt for a trial period. Afterward they get to review whether they attain
the desired benefit.

A simple example could be, a team doesn't have enough space in their work area to stand around
their board for their daily standup. What can they try? Perhaps they can have their standup in a
meeting room or maybe they can move their board. Encourage then to try one if these options
then review and iterate

Each experiment is not a permanent change so it makes it easier for people to accept trying it,
even team members who are sceptical about the benefits. The secret is the team is gradually
getting used to making a series of small changes. Soon they may be ready to make bigger
changes.

Go with the Energy of the Team

I learned this lesson from Esther Derby and Diana Larsen, authors of "Agile Retrospectives".
One way to engage a team in designing their own agile process is to encourage the team to
choose what they want to work on first. When you do this, the team is more likely to follow
through, and early successes can build a sense of empowerment. Now, they become more
interested in finding more things that they can change. Spur them on to keep the momentum
going.

Summary

When you're engaged as an agile coach, you may need to educate your team and the
organization about your role. Spending time with the team while they’re at work is an essential
part of coaching so you must insist upon this and not get fobbed off with being invited as an
observer to agile meetings.
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Before you start, hone your communications skills for one-to-one conversations and team
meetings. Draw from the fields of life-coaching and sports coaching for ways to unleash
intrinsic motivation. Learn about asking powerful questions and systems thinking.

If all that seems like a tall-order, start simple. Engage your current team by making its process
more visible and then reflect with them on what’s revealed.
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Are Enterprise AJAX Applications Doomed…Or Are We?

Navot Peled
Gizmox, www.visualwebgui.com

Sometimes, it seems that the world is all about man versus technology, and one has to lose. This
seems to be the question raised about AJAX; from the general challenges of AJAX, including
cost and expertise needed, to its security issues, will the technological good prevail or will we
humans be seeking an alternative? This article explains that it doesn’t have to be only one or the
other; there are solutions that offer a win-win situation.

Introduction: The Challenges of AJAX

A recent DevX article [1] by Rikki Kirzner noted that “Despite its many benefits and some
significant real-world applications, including Google's Gmail email program, many developers
consider AJAX implementation as somewhat tricky or difficult, depending on their experience
with related technology.” While research shows that AJAX has fast penetrated into mainstream
web programming, with around 60% of all newly built websites using some AJAX components,
this contrasts with only 1% of all newly built enterprise web applications utilizing major AJAX
components.

What does this mean to application developers? Essentially, AJAX presents a major problem for
those with limited resources and tight budgets. As application technology progresses, will those
individuals or businesses that do not have the time, funds or resources to obtain the AJAX
expertise required need to search for an alternative option?

Another fundamental issue that arises with AJAX is its security vulnerabilities. In general, the
security issues today aren’t resolved by using standard solutions to secure a server’s farm or
from penetration through AJAX end points. Those security tasks can be quickly and efficiently
achieved by using today’s firewall capabilities and other secured server’s farm solutions, as well
as by securing the transferred data using HTTPS, WCF and other quality solutions. When it
comes to AJAX, more problematic issues arise because as responsive as it is, AJAX opens a
huge attackable surface on the client side, transfers hidden data and exposes many scattered
openings to the server, and decreases the control we have as well as what we know about those
who have access to our sensitive data.

In Help Net Security’s "Top 10 AJAX Security Holes and Driving Factors", [2] Shreeraj Shah
writes, "One of the central ingredients of Web 2.0 applications is AJAX encompassed by
JavaScripts. This phase of evolution has transformed the Web into a super-platform. Not
surprisingly, this transformation has also given rise to a new breed of worms and viruses such as
Yamanner, Samy and Spaceflash. Portals like Google, NetFlix, Yahoo and MySpace have
witnessed new vulnerabilities in the last few months. These vulnerabilities can be leveraged by
attackers to perform Phishing, Cross-site Scripting (XSS) and Cross-Site Request Forgery
(XSRF) exploitation." Shah’s main claim is that this is caused by "multiple scattered end points
and hidden calls”. He notes that “One of the major differences between Web 2.0 applications
and Web 1.0 is the information access mechanism. A Web 2.0 application has several endpoints
for AJAX, as compared to its predecessor Web 1.0. Potential AJAX calls are scattered all over
the browser page and can be invoked by respective events. Not only does this scattering of
AJAX calls make it difficult for developers to handle, but also tends to induce sloppy coding
practices, given the fact that these calls are hidden and not easily obvious."

The question persists: what does this mean to developers?

www.visualwebgui.com
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A Non-Technological Review of AJAX

To utilize a non-technological scenario to better understand the challenges of AJAX, it’s like a
good marriage gone bad. At first everything seems nice and easy. In-laws aside, life is grand
after the wedding. But then the honeymoon ends. It doesn’t matter whether she discovers that
the prince snores or leaves the toilet seat up; the princess has a different agenda for her spouse,
only to learn quickly that Mr. Right not only isn’t so perfect, but he can’t be changed so easily.
And so it is with our AJAX princess that promises to get rid of the annoying page flicks
devastating user productivity, but at what price does success come?

AJAX is actually only providing us with an alternative way to talk to the server, which initially
seems positive. But the honeymoon ends with the discovery that using this alternative conflicts
with most of what you know about developing web applications. Sometimes, it seems that pre-
AJAX, everything was simpler; every time the browser called the server, a full page was
returned, leaving the heavy lifting on the server. Post-AJAX, from a development aspect,
everything changed. Now when a browser calls the server it could be to request data, replace a
part of the page, conduct a server action, and so forth. It’s actually even more challenging than
understanding how the server should respond, as now the client is doing most of the heavy
lifting and the server does not know what the current client state is.

And then we face another problem. Suppose you figured out how to survive in the
aforementioned AJAX jungle. You still cannot escape the consequences AJAX brings to the
security without adding more complexities; and even then, as the system administrator says, “If
it’s open…it’s open.”

So at the end of the day, we find ourselves asking, how did we end up with the snoring prince?
And it comes down to the simple answer: we weren’t supposed to fall in love. Indeed, the prince
was never supposed to stay overnight. It was never supposed to be a marriage. Maybe a little
flirting…even holding hands. But that’s where it should have ended.

And so too with AJAX. The initial goal of the web was to create a host for information sites, the
desktop was for applications, and AJAX was supposed to be used to enhance web sites. Then we
fell in love with the concept of AJAX, and we over-used it to create applications on the web
which offered huge business short-term returns but led to long-term concerns of security
hazards, overshooting deadlines and unsatisfied customers.

It wasn’t a fairy tale after all; it turns out that AJAX is a very high maintenance princess, which
demands expert handling and care.

Now That We Love AJAX, Are There Solutions?

We shouldn’t dismiss AJAX so quickly, but we must understand that there is a lot of R&D that
goes into finding solutions. With hundreds of thousands of private developers or small software
houses and enterprises around the world, we cannot ignore two key issues with regards to
technological, and particularly cloud, development: the expertise and the costs that are involved
with building enterprise level AJAX applications. We need to realize and resolve the widening
gap between small-to-medium organizations with minimal budgets and the large organizations
which have expanded resources and can afford expensive and experienced personnel.

But it’s not only about money. Many are willing to invest initially for the long-term benefits,
and they may be willing to calculate the financial outlay as a necessary step. What becomes a
larger problem is the dependency on highly skilled personnel that are hard to find. In the past,
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web application development was very complex, and required the mastering of various
languages and practices for a single application. Rather than simplify it, AJAX made it much
more complex. With the introduction of AJAX, the multi-layer, multi-language practices have
more than doubled.

The challenges of AJAX are not new, and there are many tools, libraries components and
software companies examining options for easing and simplifying AJAX development. Most of
the current alternatives are partial solutions, which provide some relief but do not offer a
comprehensive solution that eliminates the multi-level, multi-languages and multi-practices that
are needed to develop enterprise applications. But now a practical and ideal solution has been
created.

The Key Solution: "Empty Client" (AKA Clever Client) Methodology

Before presenting the simplification that this new methodology brings to AJAX, we should first
introduce an emerging open source methodology called "Empty Client" which offers a different
approach to developing AJAX front-ends. In order to shed some light on this methodology, we
will compare it to the classic Thin and Thick (also referred to as Fat or Smart) client approach.
"Empty Client" offers a new balance between the Thin and Thick client approaches.

The Thin client model communicates with a central processing server, meaning there is little
hardware and software installed on the user's machine. This allows all end users' systems to be
centrally managed with software deployed on a central server location, as opposed to installed
on each individual system. This is usually used in places where it would create a major
headache for IT to both deploy and maintain so many user stations. In contrast, a Thick client
will provide users with more features, graphics and choices, thereby expanding the opportunities
to make the applications more customized. Unlike Thin clients, Thick clients do not rely on a
central processing server because the processing is done locally on the user system, and the
server is accessed primarily for storage purposes. For that reason, Thick clients often are not
well-suited for public environments. To maintain a Thick client, IT needs to maintain all
systems for software deployment and upgrades, rather than just maintaining the applications on
the server. Additionally, Thick clients often require operating specific applications, again posing
more work and limitations for deployment. The trade-off is a more robust and local computing
environment.

For the first time, the "Empty Client" approach combines for the web and cloud, the best of both
worlds - the desktop and web environments or Thick and Thin client approaches. An optimized
protocol generates server side power, typically achieved with Thin client, available for data
centric web applications, typically achieved with Thick Client. It also achieves scalability and
performance that, in the past, were enabled only with the Thick client approach. It is called the
"Empty Client" because it doesn’t expose data or logic, nor does it open web services as AJAX
does on the client. It is also referred to as Clever Client because the client renders, processes and
integrates the user interface; it creates as native client side web application that usually run as
Thick or Fat client. The "Empty Client" differs from the Thin client also because it runs with no
plugins or bitmaps, instead using plain browsers. This way, the "Empty Client" is really offering
the best of both worlds by allowing central computing with the strong processing power that
clients typically have today.

How does the "Empty Client" approach work?

With the "Empty Client" approach, the application is developed and run on the server, and its
user interface is only partially projected on the client. An algorithm is charged with the task of
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transferring user interactions and application responses back to the client. While other
frameworks utilize AJAX to enhance scattered parts of the applications (like individual
controls), the Empty Client approach seeks AJAX to accomplish one specific need: acting as its
main pipeline to the server. This explains why it is so secure, why there is not need to code
AJAX, and why there is a very speedy performance regardless of the size or the amount of data
that the application consumes. All one has on the client is a small JavaScript kernel that is
responsible for drawing on the browser and receive the user interaction. With this approach,
security hazards are completely removed, as there is "nothing" on the client to hack into or
manipulate to get access into the server. That is one of the reasons it is called the "Empty
Client".

The benefits for developers and for enterprise level AJAX applications

This model offers intrinsic benefits for enterprise applications since it provides additional
measures of security and control which is not available on AJAX browser-based solutions. This
approach employs de-coupled GUI components which decouple GUI logic from GUI
presentation (rendering) and enable remoting of the display/input capture between the client
(browser) and the server. This provides an even greater benefit by enabling application logic
(usually entailing both business and presentation logic) to be handled within one, object-
oriented environment developed in a high level, OOP language such as C#, VB.Net or Java
rather than a mix between JavaScript and a server based language.

Using a homogenous platform provides developers with immeasurable productivity benefits and
enables developers to make better use of existing assets, knowledge and experience rather than
requiring the steep learning curve of AJAX. The approach provides server side controls that
behave like existing desktop application controls, both in design time and in run-time. These
controls manifest themselves as AJAX controls on the browser in run-time and look like their
desktop counterparts. The architecture of the system is in no way limited to representing these
base controls in their current "desktop" look and feel since it makes use of de-coupled
components.

In addition, this approach is extremely flexible; it enables extending the framework by adding
additional controls, changing themes/flavors (skins), creating composite controls based on base
controls and creating gateway components. Since ultimately this is an extension to the server
context (in the case of .NET, an extension to IIS/ASP.NET), it can interoperate with client side
and server side legacy code. This means that it can host and interoperate with existing
HTML/Javascript client only controls or with embedded DOM objects such as Applets and
ActiveX controls. Similarly existing web applications can interoperate with the structure of this
approach's components/forms/windows since they are, in essence, URLs like any other sharing
the same application and session context.

Whether you are a web developer, desktop developer or both, the new "Empty Client" approach
offers a unique productive experience that maximizes development efforts with its simplicity
and capability. It enables individual developers and small developer shops to build applications
in a very short time frame, without having to code JavaScript, HTML or CSS. A VB or VB.NET
developer can also use this approach for development, relying on his former experience with
coding VB or VB.NET, and without needing any AJAX or Web experience.

"Empty Client" approach practices versus traditional AJAX development

Web developers are used to working with requests, responses, html and scripts as tools of the
trade. These tools are significant when creating sites, and can even be utilized to create a full
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blown application. But developing web applications is definitely not a job for rookies, and even
experts don't get the job done without a good deal of sweat. A review of your efforts will
probably conclude that you have been using a pick axe to do a tractor's job. The irony is that on
the other side of the world, there is a VB6 or WinForms developer doing exactly what you are
trying to do, but what takes you weeks to achieve, they achieve in days.

Why can she succeed in only a few days? The answer is below, but for now imagine that you
had VB or VB.NET working for you on the web; what effect that might have on your
productivity? With the "Empty Client" approach you can develop applications exactly the same
way you develop with VB or VB.NET. You will still be creating the same standard, browser
agnostic, zero footprint web application, only using a much more powerful and intuitive
methodology. The concepts that you are so familiar with in Web forms originated from the
evolution of the web. From static to dynamic client-side and server-side, pages are still the
cornerstone of every web environment. They serve well as a general purpose environment,
ranging from developing personal home pages to developing full websites. VB and VB.NET, on
the other hand, originated from VB, MFC and other desktop environments and were developed
solely to serve application development. As such, they are much more applicable for developing
applications, and provide larger building blocks for developing such applications.

This explains the great difference in implementing the same solution in each environment. An
AJAX developer has to deal with many details and low level interactions which are taken for
granted by desktop developers as part of their environment. The following samples will
highlight the differences.

• Events versus Requests and Response Events

Although events were introduced into web environments, they did not match their desktop
counterparts, which forced developers to add individual scripting client-side glue code. When
AJAX was introduced, such concepts were reshuffled once again as most of the logic was
transferred to the client. This forced the developer, yet again, to deal with the need to use
requests and responses in order to implement his application.

Desktop developers, on the other hand, were always given a fully event driven environment,
making their development tasks much simpler. Programming a file explorer-like application was
for them as simple as dragging a tree view and a list view and implementing a few event
handling methods. This contrasts to web developers who have had to deal with exposing
services and consuming them and, of course, doing everything using client-side scripting on the
browser.

• Forms versus Pages

Web developers are familiar with the concept of a page, which originates from the early days
when such pages were static resources that had links to other pages. The concept of a page is
excellent when you are implementing a web site, but leads to a lot of work when you are
creating applications. Take, for example, a dialog scenario, which is implemented over the web
using two disconnected pages bound together through a client side script.

Imagine that creating a dialog was as simple as creating an object, calling its methods, and
setting its properties. This is exactly how desktop developers see dialogs. This concept is called
forms. A form represents a window which can have child forms, which are windows as well. It
sounds outrageous that when you create a page it needs to have a script, which in turn opens a
new browser window with a second page, which receives arguments and displays user interface,
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which then uses a script that is used to callback the parent page. This is in comparison to the
desktop developer who simply creates an object.

When you are working in a single object oriented layer, you are also able to implement many
useful design patterns, such as the observer design pattern. This means that when objects need to
interact with each other they only need to post an event to the form and other objects will
subscribe to that event saving you the hassle to explicitly bind events between controls. Just to
highlight the difference, the same task in the web scenario would require multiple cross
referencing scripts.

• Form Designer versus Text Editor

It is only natural that in a web environment, application design will take the form of a text
editor. Originating from content authoring, web development environments require the
flexibility of a text editor. The web development editor usually provides a mechanism for
adding controls, while most of the layout is done via code.

Desktop environments, on the other hand, have always kept it simple. Their dedicated nature
enabled them to provide very productive designers, allowing developers to really design their
application with no need for hand coding whatsoever. Using concepts like anchoring and
docking, they can lay out controls exactly how they want it. Programming a complex dialog,
using desktop designers, is as easy as using a Power Point application. This provides desktop
developers with the ability to rapidly develop and, if need be, change their dialogs. Changing
the layout, in web environments, usually requires a great deal of headaches to the web
developers which are required to recode large tables to implement the new layout.

• Single Language vs. Multiple Languages

Web developers must master many different languages in order to implement a web application.
There are multiple server side pages, interacting with multiple script files and CSS files, which
are required to work together as a well oiled machine. To spice up the web development task, it
must also be done in multiple layers, which add a greater level of complexity. It is common
knowledge that the more application parts, the more work you must do to develop and maintain
your application.

Desktop developers, on the other hand, use a single compiled language to manipulate a well
defined object model, which dramatically reduces the complexity of their applications. Using
the explorer application scenario again, a WinForms implementation will include a single
layered, compiled file. Developing the same application using WebForms will entail multiple
files in multiple languages, with multiple layers. The complexity differences increase
dramatically as the complexity of the application grows, presenting a glass ceiling for web
developers that is reached very quickly.

• Full OOP vs. Semi OOP

Web developers use object oriented concepts in a small portion of the implementation, which
dramatically decreases when combined with AJAX. The importance of these concepts for
complex applications is crucial and the emergence of frameworks such as GWT and Script#
show that the big guys are aware of these issues as well. These frameworks generate your scripts
for you while allowing you to develop your application in a fully object oriented programming
environment. But don’t sit back too soon; this implementation presents a loose connection
between your code and the runtime code making it very hard to debug your application.
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On the other hand, desktop developers are provided not only with a full OOP environment, but
also with lots of mature concepts that have been developed during many years of developing
desktop applications. Design patterns originating from desktop development have, through the
years, found their way to web implementations, but the architecture of web environments
permits only partial implementations, leaving a great deal of useful design patterns exclusively
to desktop developers.

• Data Binding vs. Data Oriented

Web developers are used to working in a stateless environment forced by the need to be
scalable. But even when not implementing the next Amazon-like application, the same general
purpose tools are still presented. It is common practice to implement stateful web applications as
it dramatically simplifies implementation and reduces security issues. However, working with
pages still implies some kind of stateless implementation that presents developers with non-
trivial tasks.

Desktop developers, on the other hand, are provided with a stateful environment which utilizes
the state to simplify development tasks. They are presented with a full object model allowing
them to interact with the UI elements in a much more intuitive way. They are provided with a
richer data binding mechanism which simplifies their development tasks.

• Full vs. Limited User Controls

Web developers are not used to being able to share user controls between applications. For those
who insist on sharing them, it is necessary to switch to web controls which are implemented at a
lower level without design time capabilities.

Desktop developers are provided with a user control mechanism that can be used across
projects. This is a very important feature for a component vendor or architect who wants to
divide the solution into different logical parts that are developed by different teams. Design time
usage of these controls generates an actual visual presentation of what the control looks like
rather than a square place holder.

• Dedicated vs. General Purpose

The bottom line is that web environments were not intended to be used as a way to develop
applications. The web evolved layer after layer, trying to close the gap between web
environments and the desktop. After many years of evolution, the underlying concepts of web
environments are still limiting the ability to provide a solid basis for web application
development. While web concepts are left lacking for developing applications, desktop
environments have always been there, providing a much more productive way to develop
complex applications.

The "Empty Client" concept offers the same tools and capabilities that were designed for
developing desktop applications reengineered to work over HTTP. Under the hood, it provides
the same legacy HTTP request/response interface that standard browsers can utilize but it is
exposed to the developer as plain old reliable desktop concepts. Developers can enjoy the
richness and effectiveness of a desktop development environment without losing any of the
capabilities that were enjoyed when you developed using web environments. Although it is
presented as a desktop like framework, the "Empty Client" is an extension of a server
programming language and allows the combination and use of the best of both worlds.
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Can the "Empty Client" approach remove the security concerns of AJAX?

Security is where the "Empty Client" really shines, and it is undoubtedly one of the most
significant attributes of this model. By utilizing the "Empty Client" solution, all the serious
security issues are eliminated because nothing except for UI commands and one static kernel is
downloaded to the client. This means:
1. No sensitive/hidden data is sent to the client. Neither the infrastructure nor the developers

can perform security violations by sending sensitive data to client machines.
2. The server exclusively handles interaction with data and other services.
3. The client is responsible to render UI and send events to the server; in any case it can never

control the server’s behavior.
4. Each client request is validated by the single layer server code which constitutes a single

point access control center.

The following two diagrams contrast standard web applications with the "Empty Client"
method:

Standard:

 

"Empty Client":
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The following flow, which describes an "Empty Client" application, explains it in greater depth:

Flow Step 1

The first time the client approaches the server it downloads a small amount of kernel code
which is constructed of:

• JavaScript– responsible for the client behaviors and communication with the server.

• XSLT – responsible for the UI layout including the HTML rendering of the entire set of
controls.

• CSS– responsible for UI styling

The kernel is sent in a compressed mode and weights about 200kb. Furthermore, it is cached on
the client and on the server statically and will never change from this point forward.

Security aspects: No code generation at runtime, the kernel is well known and static. 

Flow Step 2

The client renders the basic HTML to the screen and from that point on it acts like a smart
AJAX client which consumes a UI service from the server only.

Security aspects: Only UI essential data is sent to the client, no applicative or sensitive data.

Flow Step 3

Highly optimized events are sent to the server whenever a client performs a set of action that
should result in executing server code. Events metadata are constructed of UI object Id and the
action performed.

Security aspects: Events are reflecting UI behavior and never applicative logic which is
uniquely handled by the server.

Flow Step 4

The server executes the event handler and sends back highly optimized UI instructions to the
client. The instructions are reflecting the deltas of changes between the last balanced state and
the new state.

Security aspects: Server instructions are reflecting UI changes and presented data changes,
however, will never contain hidden applicative logic or data which is uniquely kept and handled
by the server.

Flow Step 5

The client accepts the UI changes instructions and re-renders the parts which have changed
according to the last server execution of logic.

Security aspects: The client is responsible to render UI and that is the only aspect which is
affected by application logic.
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From this we can conclude:

1. Client security-holes which are commonly created by either applicative or sensitive data,
which is kept on the client or even simply sent to the client, are impossible by design.

2. Client scripting cannot control the server behavior as "by design", simply because the
responsibilities of the client are limited to

• Render the UI at the control level – meaning that utilizing the XSLT, the client kernel
can render:

• The entire screen – this happens only when the UI is entirely replaced.

• Specific control (thoroughly) – this happens when the control cannot be partially
drawn to adjust to its new given state.

• Control Part – this is the most common scenario, in this case only the part of the
control which has changed is drawn.

This responsibility is pure client side and cannot affect any server behavior. The only server’s
requests which can be caused by such client action are when the rendering of whatever is
rendered items require resources (i.e. images, or dynamic data). Those requests are uniquely
controlled by the server code.

• Send client events to the server (yet the server has the freedom to decide which are valid
events and parameters according to the current user’s credentials)

• Those are predefined events which are exclusively handled by predefined handlers
and can never affect other parts of the code or change the server behaviors.
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• Any non-formatted data which will be added to those requests will be filtered by the
server and might invalidate the entire request.

• Replaying requests does not affect the server behavior due to a unique timestamp
mechanism.

The server centric, event-driven design results in an enterprise-level security and very high level
of fine-grained control over precisely what the user is seeing, all using one programming
language.

The main safety benefit of the "Empty Client" model is that it will be impossible to hack a web
application. This means that assuming https and/or any other incredible secured communication
solutions (i.e. WCF) are used to secure the HTTP communication and that the OS and DB are
safe on the server side, the "Empty Client" application is thoroughly safe.

Conclusion:

When reviewing AJAX as a concept, we must remember that it was introduced to achieve a UI
that was much more responsive, using asynchronous incremental refreshes (AJAX =
Asynchronous JavaScript XML), which would allow for asynchronous refreshing of small
sections or components rather than synchronous full page refreshes which take much longer.

The Empty Client does the same thing, but uses AJAX in a different way. The Empty Client
uses asynchronous refreshes, and a JavaScript-based engine to communicate with the server.
Instead of communicating at the component level in a scattered way, it communicates the
incremental updates, asynchronously through one central pipeline which it creates by design.
What this means is that rather than open numerous routes to the server, it channels all
communication through its centrally controlled pipeline; that is the fundamental difference
between the traditional Ajax approach and the Empty Client approach. Without getting too
technical, its kernel contains JavaScript and it draws on the browser using a JavaScript engine.
XML is what is going back and force between the client and the server. This method does
refresh incrementally, just like AJAX does, but in a much more granular way. Moreover, it can
refresh incrementally at the level of a single letter rather than a page or per component.

Essentially, Empty Client relies on AJAX but does all the plumbing under the hood. If it looks
like a dog, walks like a dog, and wags like a dog, we generally agree that it’s a dog. Here too, it
may not be traditional AJAX, but reaches the same effect with a different path.

Despite its problems, AJAX is not the evil empire of technology. It is not necessarily doomed,
and it will not necessarily doom us or lead us to search for alternatives. Like most things in life,
we have learned that we “can’t live with it, can’t live without it.” AJAX is vital and valuable to
developers so, like every aspect of technology, we have to better understand how it was meant
to be used, and utilize the solutions that are already available for resolving the challenges it
presents.
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Introduction

Since the early nineties in the previous century, many organizations have substantially invested
into software process improvement. Starting in the military industry, the concept of process
improvement has nowadays been widely adopted in many other industry segments. It is one the
few initiatives that have sustained over time, this in contrast to many hypes. CMMI as the
primary reference model for process improvement has become widely known, both in industry
and even academia. The widely accepted premise is that higher maturity will lead to better
performance. Frequently, we are confronted with press release, stating “Company XYZ has
reached CMMI Level 2”. And sometimes even level 3 or higher. Level 3 means that processes at
software or even system level have been standardized. Not only on paper, but also
institutionalized in the daily way of working. Nothing wrong with this, but a justified and often
raised question is what the pay off is. Does the quality of products increase? Has efficiency
improved? Are products being brought to the market faster? We present some investigation
results here.

Measurement in practice

In a series of assignments, the set was used to measure the performance capability of
organizations. This implied the assessment of values for each indicator. Two important
conclusions were drawn. Many low maturity organizations (CMMI Level 1) have the opinion
that they lack quantitative data. In most cases, this is not true. Although not centrally stored,
many sources of data can normally be identified. The challenge is then to identify these data
sources and analyze them in order to obtain useful information. For the analysis of the software
itself and its evolution over time, advanced but affordable tooling is available. Higher maturity
organizations (CMMI Level 2 and higher) often have the opinion that they have access to rich
sources of information. In most cases, the contrary is true. Despite many measurements, the
conversion of data to useful management information is a weakness for many organizations. In
addition, the availability of clearly defined measurement constructs and validation of
measurement data before consolidation are exceptions. This leads to problems with respect to
consistency, completeness and reliability. A possible explanation is that at level 2,
measurements are mainly performed at project level. At the road towards higher maturity levels,
it is tried to aggregate the data at organizational level. Issues are in that case the different project
backgrounds and the lack of discipline to make project data centrally available and use it.

Correlation performance and process improvement

Back to the central question. Does a higher maturity level lead to increased performance? Our
experiences so far reveal a disappointing picture. In the studies performed, no strong correlation
could be found between performance, expressed in the 16 indicators, and maturity levels. In the
first place, inefficient development processes were found in all organizations studied,
irrespective of the maturity level. Too much time is spent on testing and defect removal instead
of preventative activities. It even seems that the focus on reviews and inspections, examples of
such preventative activities, is decreasing. This trend is confirmed by Capers Jones, who
explains this phenomenon as ‚loss of organizational memory‘. Those managers that initiated
improvement programs in the past have moved to other positions. Secondly, intermediate
verifications of the quality of the software during development are at a low level. Although
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there is not a direct lack of measurements itself, converting the resulting data to useful
management information and taking appropriate actions is missing. Examples are lack of clear
insight in reached test coverage during various tests as well as underpinned predictions about
the final defect density at release time. And these are primary indicators for reliability and
maintainability. This all leads to situations where software is released when either the deadline
has been reached or all critical defects have been removed. Intuition prevails, where numbers
should be used. In summary, most projects are still managed by three indicators only: scheduled
deadline, overall budget and removal of critical defects towards the end of the project. This is a
narrow view on a multi-dimensional problem. Compare it with a car driving towards a
destination under time pressure. There is no attention for efficient fuel use and preventative car
maintenance. The consequences are well-known. One arrives late as a result of (avoidable) car
repairs and the fuel bills are (unnecessarily) high.

Process improvement is not a goal

The conclusion that investing in process improvement is a waste of money would be wrong.
Process improvement makes sense, as it standardizes development processes. This creates
transparency with respect to roles, responsibilities, activities and deliverables. However,
standardization is no guarantee for real performance improvements. That is why aiming at
higher CMMI levels only is a wrong approach. The recommendation is to focus on a multi-
dimensional assessment of the performance of an organization and derive improvements that
make sense. A first step will be baselining the current performance using the best practice KPI
set. In case measurements are not place, the first improvement actions are identified. As a
second step, realistic target values must be determined for a given period of time. The gap
between target and actual values is the basis for deriving improvement steps. It is hereby
essential that the expected direction of each indicator is known. If changes in the right directions
can be achieved, then a performance improvement is guaranteed. In addition, the positive effects
are likely to show up in each category. This reduces or even eliminates the chances of sub
optimization. The interesting fact is that improvements can only be achieved by changing the
way of working. And of course, a validated improved way of working should be shared:
considering standardization across projects becomes a logical process. This brings us to the
conclusion of our story. Process improvement and standardization should not be a goal on its
own. Real performance improvement results from taking a quantitative view on processes and
products, and setting realistic improvement targets. If successful, higher CMMI levels will be a
free gift in addition.

Best Practice KPI Set

Over the last years, the authors have developed a set of key performance indicators that
characterize the software development process and the quality of the software. This multi-
dimensional set of indicators has been derived from analysis of empirical benchmarking data
and studies of multiple organizations from different industry segments and performing at
different maturity levels. The final set of indicators has been selected using three different
criteria. First, they must support project leaders and management in planning and monitoring
projects. Secondly, they must enable the comparison of process and technology changes.
Finally, they must enable the assessment of the performance capability of an organization. This
means that an improved performance must reveal effects on each indicator and/or a combination
of indicators. This is an important characteristic. It enables the assessment of current
performance capability.
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But additionally, it allows the analysis of trends over time. It also allows for benchmarking with
other projects, departments and external organizations. The combination of our analysis and
research has resulted in a set of 16 indicators, categorized in four different dimensions (see
figure below):

1. Project performance: What is the prediction of the performance of the project in terms of
schedule, budget, resource availability and productivity?

2. Process efficiency: How efficient is the development process, seen from a cost of quality
perspective?

3. Product scope: How large and stable is the scope of the planned effort in terms of feature
and implementation size?

4. Product quality: What is the expected quality of the resulting product in terms of reliability
and maintainability?

For each category, 4 indicators have been defined. Improved performance will normally have an
effect on each of the individual indicators. Example: improved product quality can be achieved
by:

• Reduction of the software (cyclomatic) complexity, hereby reducing the number of
independent test paths. This positively influences reliability and maintainability.

• Increased test coverage, especially during unit testing, resulting in a lower defect density
prior to integration and system testing. This positively influences reliability and
maintainability.

• Reduction of defect density, by pro-actively decreasing the number of remaining defects
after each development steps. This positively influences reliability.

• Increased removal efficiency, as relatively fewer defects are injected and more defects are
detected and removed in each development step. This positively influences reliability.
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These positive effects on software quality can only be accomplished by changing the
conventional way of working. The most influential change will be the reduction of time and
effort spent on testing and defect removal. This can for instance be achieved by a higher
investment in preventative activities like inspections and reviews. The objective will be to finish
the implementation phase with a high product quality. If successful, positive effects will also
become visible for other indicators. Lead-time (schedule) and budget (effort) will be decreased
and as a result, productivity will increase.
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SQuirreL SQL Client

Franco Martinig, Martinig & Associates, http://www.martinig.ch/

SQuirreL SQL Client is a graphical Java program that will allow you to view the structure of a
JDBC compliant database, browse the data in tables, issue SQL commands etc, The minimum
version of Java supported is 1.6.x as of SQuirreL version 3.0. Older versions of SQuirreL will
work with older versions of Java. SQuirreL's functionality can be extended through the use of
plugins.

Web Site: http://www.squirrelsql.org/ and http://sourceforge.net/projects/squirrel-sql/
Version Tested: SQuirreL SQL Client  Snapshot-20090912_2118 to 20091128144, tested on
Windows XP with MySQL 5.0.27, period from September to December 2009
License & Pricing: Open Source
Support: User mailing list

Installation

The SQuirreL SQL Client is installed with the IzPack Java installer. Download the file squirrel-
sql-<version>-install.jar  and execute it using the following command:
java -jar squirrel-sql-<version>-install.jar

The installation runs smoothly and you can choose which database extensions and plugins you
want to install. SQuirreL's default language is English. If you would like to use SQuirreL in one
of the translations available (Chinese, French, German, ...) you need to check the desired
optional translation package during the install process. Translations are available for 9
languages. At the end of the installation, the installer ask if you want to create a shortcut on your
desktop and an installer script that will allow you to replicate the installation on other machines,
an useful option if many persons in the same organizations plan to use the tool. An update
manager allows you to check for new version and manage installation or removal of plugins. By
default, the update is setup to run weekly in your Global Preferences. Updates are downloaded
from the project web site and installed when the application is restarted by a single click.

Documentation
There is an extensive documentation on the web site. A detailed PDF paper is available in
English or German but refers to version two. An on-line help system is associated to the
program, but some pages seem to be outdated. SQuirreL SQL Client is certainly powerful, it is
better to read the documentation before trying to use it intuitively.

Configuration

The different options that you can configure in the tool are managed using the "Global
Preferences" window. Before using the tool, you should configure the driver you are going to
use and the databases you are working with. Only Sun JDBC ODBC Bridge is available by
default. The MySQL JDBC driver is located on
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/j/5.1.html. You have then to create an "alias" for
actual database you are going to work with. This allows you to connect to different databases
using their own parameters (name, user, and password). This is done easily create a connection
with the parameters "jdbc:mysql://localhost/testsquirrel" on the test database that I have created.

http://www.martinig.ch/
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The alias creation window allow you to "test" your parameters to make sure that they are right.
After this, you can click on the "connect" icon. This creates a session. Multiple sessions on
different databases can be opened at the same time which allows to compare data or pass SQL
statements between databases, something that could be for instance useful when you have a
migration effort.

Database structure editing

After login, you can display a drop-down list of objects in your database in the "OBJECT" tab.
Once you get on a particular table, you access to its properties and content.

Figure 1. Object navigation features

If you right click on a table, you can access to operations on the table that can depend on the
database that you are targeting or the plugin that you have installed. You can for instance create
automatically scripts (SQL statements) to create the same table with the same indexes or to
insert data in the table. For MySQL, you can also analyze or optimize the table. These
operations create the SQL instruction in the "SQL" tab. Clicking on the content allows also
opening a simple form to insert a new row without using SQL.

The SQL tab offer a syntax sensitive editor with a lot of associated tools, like an autocompletion
tool that could be called by pressing ctrl+space. An interesting autoreplace feature can help you
type quicker (or better), allowing abbreviations like SF for "Select * From" or correcting
classical typos like "form" instead of "from". All these tools take the form of a plugin that you
can decide to include (or not) in settings. You can also parameterize your SQL code, entering
the value of a variable during execution of the script.
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All SQL statements are kept in history and could be recalled. You can also save and load
statements in files.

Figure 2. Autocompletion example.

SQuirreL has also the notion of "bookmarks" that are templates for the most common SQL and
DDL instructions, like CREATE TABLE for instance. Besides the predefined bookmarks
already existing in the software, the user can add its own templates.

An interesting Graph plugin allows creating charts of tables and foreign-key relationships. You
can select in the object view the tables to be included in the graph. Other plugins will assist you
in other task like refactoring the database structure or validating your SQL on a web site.

Conclusion

I have found SQuirreL SQL Client to be a relatively sophisticated database management tool
that allows working in the same time with different databases product. Its capabilities ask for
more time to be confident with it than a simpler tool like phpMyAdmin, but if your software
development activity involves a lot of database and SQL work, this is certainly an open source
tool that you have to consider.
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